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Abstract
As China and its electricity demand continue to develop, the central government has
made sustainability a key national security goal going forward, and one initiative
is through wind power. However, wind power is very volatile and incorporating
significant amounts of it into the national power grid would endanger its stability.
One solution is coordinating clean, quick-ramping hydro power with the shortfalls
and overages in wind power to smooth out the volatility in wind in what is called
regulation. But despite its seeming flexibility, hydro power is also a water resource
and tightly controlled for purposes besides electricity generation, limiting the extent
it can regulate wind power.
To optimize the trade-off between smoothing wind and controlling water, this
thesis uses approximate dynamic programming to make optimal decisions under uncertainty of future wind power given a utility function penalizing both wind and hydro
volatility. It finds that dynamic programming does make appropriate decisions towards more or less regulation in response to the preferences implied in a given utility
function.
Then, this thesis uses the unit commitment model to simulate how the entire
Chinese power grid would react to regulated wind and its effect on both fuel costs
and CO2 emissions. It finds that at the 2008 share of wind power in the generation
portfolio of China, regulation does reduce costs and CO2 emissions but not as much
as simply increasing wind capacity would. Also, with a higher share of wind, the
benefits of regulation become much more pronounced.
Thus, effective regulation through hydro power is proven to be possible even when
hydro is severely constrained, but the overall benefits of such regulation to China will
be much more significant with more wind power.
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Chapter 1
China: An Introduction
As anyone awed by the roaring power of a waterfall or buffeted by the wind on the
way to work surely appreciates, nature is brimming with clean and available energy.
Plenty of research has gone into trying to harness this power for electricity generation,
and China has taken full advantage of the resulting technologies in wind and hydro
power to meet their growing electricity needs, striving for a “modern energy industrial
system that is safe, stable, economical and clean” (National Development and Reform
Commission, 2011, pg. 3).
On paper, the way to expanding green electricity supply seems direct: build hydro
and wind generators, integrate them into the grid through expanding the grid infrastructure, slowly develop the electricity market with separate sectors of generation and
distribution. The problem with wind is that it becomes somewhat like a low-grade
risky asset because of its volatility. Volatility is not a new problem to power grids.
Even when dependable thermal power is the main source of energy for electricity
generation there is still uncertainty in predicting future electricity demands, or loads,
from end users, but the most volatile loads are still relatively smooth and exhibit
prominent patterns. Wind volatility is much more extreme and hard to accommodate, making grids reluctant to include it in what can be thought of as their portfolio
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of generators.
This is because electricity must be consumed as soon as it is generated and so
generator output must be matched with load at every time period. The significant
uncertainty coming from volatile wind in the amount of power the grid will receive
makes it impossible to properly match the electricity supply with demand.

1.1

Dealing with Volatility

Finding cost-effective ways of dealing with intermittent sources of energy would go a
long way in increasing China’s energy stability and decreasing its reliance on foreign
resources, as both the range of resources and difficulties of harnessing them in the
country are huge. There are many methods of regulating the volatility of wind power,
often involving some form of energy storage.
Rose and Apt (2009) study the costs and benefits of directly restricting the operation of wind turbines through curtailing and ramp rate restrictions as a way of
controlling the volatility, as such methods are purely operational and do not require
any additional infrastructure. They find that ramp rate restrictions, which restrict
how fast the wind turbines are allowed to change power output through rotating the
blades, cost very little but are only effective in slowing down a spike in the wind power.
Curtailing, which is operating below the full capacity of the wind farm sometimes by
turning off some of the generators, is the only way to deal with sudden overages in
the wind, at the cost of a large amount of wasted opportunity to produce energy.
A way to regulate wind power without losing opportunities to generate electricity
is through storing unneeded energy generated by the turbines for use later during a
shortfall. Of all the storage options, large reservoirs of water, usually in the form of
a pumped storage facility are “the only feasible means of storing large quantities of
electrical energy at the present time” (Bueno and Carta, 2006, p. 321). But pumped
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storage is anything but cheap; because it requires both an upper and lower reservoir
connected by tunnels, most reports assume that pumped storage costs around 1,000
dollars per kilowatt capacity to build (Leyland, 2009). Assuming that this electricity
is sold at a rate of 100 dollars per megawatt, and taking the average hour by hour
wind speed in Inner Mongolia to use in a back-of-the-envelope calculation, pretending
that all the power generated by wind is stored, it would take 50 years to break even.
This calculation roughly constrains the number of wind turbines to not overflow the
capacity of the pumped storage. Obviously, substantial costs of this scale turn a
perfect solution into an impossible one.
A similar solution to the wind volatility problem that would avoid costs is to couple wind with an existing hydroelectric generating plant that can ramp up and down
quickly in response to unexpected shortfalls and over supply of wind power. The resulting smoothed, combined output is more consistent and useful to the grid, without
the additional cost of a new facility. Many features of hydro power make it a popular
solution to wind variability. Most important is that it is flexible and can adjust its
output almost instantaneously, as is evidenced by the fact that the United States already dispatches hydro power to regulate demand fluctuations (Gagnon, 2003). This
is an especially good solution for China. The country already has a large amount of
hydroelectric capacity and plans on building more with their considerable experience
(Yang, 2006), as well as the necessity to connect generators together through long
distance transmission lines.
But environmental and social concerns limit the extent that hydro power’s flexibility can be put to use. Changing hydro power output would involve quickly changing
the flow of water through the dam, and, according to Smokorowshi et al. (2011),
unrestricted fluctuation in water flow adversely affects the downstream ecosystem. In
China, dams mainly control water use as described above, constraining the flexibility
of hydro power. Luckily some existing generators like the Three Gorges Dam are
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so huge that even minimal flexibility can provide a lot of regulation capability. The
question this thesis seeks to answer then is how much, or how many shares, of hydro
would an operator really need to hedge wind in a generating portfolio in effective
regulation, and ultimately how would that effect the cost of producing electricity.

1.2

China’s Power Development

China has made headlines through rapid economic growth in the past thirty-five
years since 1985, and key to sustaining economic growth is exploiting energy. Energy
production in China grew by 9.8 or 7.4 percent annually in the last ten years since the
year 2000, illustrated in Figure 1.1.1 The graph illustrates some important facts. One
is that electricity production in China grew much faster in the new millennium than
in the late 20th century; this is consistent with observations in Ma et al. (2009). Two
is that most of this growth has been driven by rapid proliferation of thermal power
generation, compared to renewable sources such as wind and hydro power. Part of
this is because of the energy resources available in China. China is rich in fossil fuel,
especially coal, having 13 percent of the world’s exploitable coal reserves making it
the third richest nation in coal resources in the world, while its share in natural gas
and oil are small (Central People’s Government of China, 2007).
These trends also show why developing electricity has been rapid and high in the
central government’s agenda (Ma et al., 2009). The NDRC states that to promote a
steady development of the national economy and society it is neccessary “to establish
an economical, highly efficient and stable power supply system” (National Development and Reform Commission, 2007). Growth of power is correlated with growth
in GDP, as is shown in Figure 1.2.2 In the late 20th century, electricity generation
fluctuated much more than GDP, but post-2000 this is not true. This may point to
1
2

Data from Titi Tudrancea (2010).
Data from World Bank (2011) and Titi Tudrancea (2010).
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Figure 1.1: Electricity Generation in China. Notice how the growth is exponential
and that most of the growth is in thermal generation.

some new trends in technology use and efficiency in recent years. Regardless, the
relationship between GDP and electricity are obvious. A growing economy also needs
to factor in growing electricity demand, and a growing economy is very important
to the Chinese government “in order to expand employment, improve the people’s
wellbeing” (National Development and Reform Commission, 2011, pg. 1).
The trend in power generation can be explained by deregulation in the power
sector. In 2002, in light of serious power capacity shortages under the fully staterun power sector, the Chinese government abandoned the socialist-minded monolithic State Power Corporation (SPC) for a scheme closer to capitalist-style markets,
truly “socialism with Chinese characteristics” (Central People’s Government of China,
2007). The power industry was deregulated and de-monopolized into separate generation, distribution, and service sectors (IBISWorld and ACMR China, 2010b). In a
market where demand far outstrips generation, the cheapest generators that are also
the fastest to build would be the most profitable; of course that would be coal. This
corresponds to the evolution of the power industry as depicted in Figure 1.1.

5

Figure 1.2: Growth of Electricity Generation and GDP of China over same time
frame, normalized by using percentage. Note how electricity and GDP growth move
in tandem.

Now, depending of the level and scope of organization deemed a ‘grid’, China
has 6 to 12 regional grids covering all 33 provinces and municipalities.3 This move
signals the beginning of a gradual transition from a state-run to a free-market power
industry, though these changes belay significant government control in the market.
For instance, the Big Five of the power generation industry are still state-run holding
companies. In the distribution sector, the SPC disbanded into two distribution companies which manage the transmission of the smaller regional grids in a designated
set of provinces that are both still state-controlled: the State Grid Corporation of
China and the Southern China Grid. Figure 1.3 illustrates just how insignificant private companies are in China’s ‘deregulated’ grid.4 Furthermore, electricity prices are
still set by the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), which does
3

Municipalities are cities given the same level of autonomy as a province such as Beijing and
Shanghai.
4
Data from IBISWorld and ACMR China (2010a).
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strategic planning for China’s development and economy. Only in 2009 were some
industrial end users and electricity generators allowed to negotiate contracts directly
(Energy Information Association, 2009).

Figure 1.3: Market share of power transmission in China as of 2010 which is still
under significant state controlled through the State Grid Corporation and the China
Southern Power Grid.

And so China’s growth continues to today. Just over the summer of 2010, Barchfield (2010) reported that China overtook the United States as the world’s biggest
energy consumer; though the Chinese refuse to acknowledge the dubious honor, it is
clearly only a matter of time before the Asian nation becomes the largest, hungriest
player on the energy market. The cost of consuming so much energy, especially when
a large portion is coal, is the environmental pollution that comes with it. Figure 1.4
shows that since 2002, the start of power market reforms, the nation’s CO2 emissions has been growing at an increasing rate, becoming a national problem that is
increasingly hard to put aside. Emissions have doubled from 2.88 to 4.96 metric tons
per capita from 2002 to 2007, making China the world’s number one carbon emitter
(PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 2007).5
5

Total CO2 emissions data from World Bank (2011). CO2 from energy consumption from Titi
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Figure 1.4: CO2 emissions from China both in aggregate and just for energy consumption. There may be some discrepancy between the two data sets as they came
from two different sources, but it is clear that CO2 emissions come mostly from energy
consumption.

Some of the trouble is inefficient generators, which the government addresses by
shutting down small, inefficient plants (Ritch, 2009). Thus, the trends depicted by
some of the power generation companies show that large coal plants are making up
more and more of the coal plant portfolio (Datang Corporation, 2010).
It is unlikely that China’s dependence on coal will decrease in the foreseeable
future; China is still growing in terms of economy and thus in terms of electricity
consumption. Any skeptics of China’s capacity to continue its growth trajectory
must consider two factors: its energy consumption compared to the developed world
and its political structure. First, the per capita energy consumption in China is still a
fraction of the world average, and a fifth of the United States consumption per capita
(Energy Information Association, 2009). This points to much room for further growth;
there were 11.5 million households in China without electricity in 2006 (Song et al.,
2010, pg. 8). Second, China’s authoritarian,“socialism with Chinese characteristics”
Tudrancea (2010).
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(Central People’s Government of China, 2007) style of government is not afraid of
inconveniencing a few citizens to push along a necessary public project, and in order
to meet development goals, continued fast-paced power generation is indeed necessary.
One of the more controversial examples is the 18.2 gigawatt capacity hydro electric
generator the Three Gorges Dam, which has been compared to the Great Wall in
terms of scale and drowned over 100 towns, forcing the relocation of 1.2 million
people (Kennedy, 2001).
The real question for the government is how to meet the growing electricity demand. Most of the growth will come with better infrastructure and management, not
increase in supply. The energy consumption per unit GDP for China is much greater
than for other countries with similar levels of consumption, indicating less energy efficiency with “unsatisfactory energy technology” and “relatively poor management”
being two of the culprits recognized by the government (Central People’s Government
of China, 2007).
It is doubtful whether “unsatisfactory energy technology” would be an issue for
too long since China’s somewhat aggressive methods of procuring technology for its
own benefit would see to making up that deficiency (Bradsher, 2010). But the cause
of the problem is that China’s power development is uneven at best, and this is
especially reflected in the distribution of the nation’s grid. Most of capacity is concentrated on the coastal cities, where the demand is so great that there are grids
within the grids, like the Beijing-Tianjin-Tangshan tri-city grid operating within the
North China region, which has 129.26 gigawatts of generating capacity in 2008. However, areas that did not grow so fast conversely saw little support from the national
infrastructure grid; Tibet’s grid has a generating capacity of less than one gigawatt.
The power network lacks high-voltage, long distance transmission lines that would
link the regions together (Energy Information Association, 2009). Given that most
of China’s energy resources are located inland away from the coastal cities, lack of
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long-distance transmission in the country is especially problematic.
In resolving management issues, optimization in management through operations
research has yet to fully be appreciated as deregulation has yet to arrive in China’s
energy and electricity markets. This is the case even in the United States which
has just begun deregulating regional electricity markets. Up to now there has been
little application of true optimization methods in electricity management research.
To complicate matters more, China is also constantly building and rebuilding its
power network; day-to-day management is not as important to a country whose power
network is in a constant state of flux. As the electricity supply becomes sufficient
China will need to consider how to deliver the supply to end users more efficiently.
China is well aware of these issues and is working very hard to alleviate them.
In the Fourth Session of the Eleventh National People’s Congress, the NDRC announced the Twelfth Five-Year Plan spanning 2011 to 2015, the latest in a series of
development goals aimed to make steady progress in all aspects of society.
In the report, the NDRC warned that “total energy and resource consumption
is too large and is growling too rapidly”, with no permanent solution realized to
achieve sustainable development, despite improvements in key indicators such as energy consumption per unit of GDP by the close of 2010 (National Development and
Reform Commission, 2011, pg. 1). Acknowledging the need to control skyrocketing
pollutants, the plan also targets controlling emissions in its list of important goals;
among them is to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 3.5 percent. In addition, the
NDRC aims to set reduction targets and emissions limits for energy-intensive energy,
some initiatives include a cap-and-trade system (National Development and Reform
Commission, 2011, pg. 2).
Here is the good news for environmentalists: to reach these goals China has to
be serious about green energy. This most recent Twelfth Five-Year Plan also “vigorously” pushes renewable energy sources for electricity generation, including increasing
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hydropower capacity by 6.1 percent and nuclear power by 13.3 percent in 2011. The
goal for wind power in the same time frame is to increase online installed capacity
by 45 percent (National Development and Reform Commission, 2011, pg. 2). In the
White Paper on Energy, the State Council of China says that proper utilization of
renewable energy “plays a significant role in increasing energy supply, improving the
energy mix and helping environmental protection, and is also a strategic choice of
China to solve the contradiction between energy supply and demand and achieve sustainable development” (State Council of China, 2008). China sees renewable resources
as key to maintaining the country’s aggressive growth trajectory without endangering
national economic stability by relying on international energy sources.

1.2.1

Using Renewable Power Sources in China

Luckily the huge landmass is blessed with some of the most renewable resources of
any country on the planet in its surging rivers and wind-swept plains. The NDRC
identifies hydropower, biomass, wind, and solar and the most viable renewable energy
sources (National Development and Reform Commission, 2007); this paper focuses
on wind and hydro because that are the two largest and most technologically mature
resources.
In terms of wind potential, China is as resource rich as the United States, with
700 to 1200 gigawatts of exploitable on- and offshore wind power, and far better
off than Germany, India, or Spain (Li et al., 2010, pg. 6). The windiest places in
China are in the southeast coastal regions, offcoast islands (with wind power density
reaching up to 200 Watts per square meter), and the north near Mongolia (with winds
reaching up to 500 Watts per square meter), where the wind blows in from the steppes
uninhibited (Li et al., pg. 3). As for hydropower, China is even more well off, with
6190 billion kilowatt-hours of theoretically exploitable reserves (as measured in 2006)
and an economically exploitable annual power output of 1760 billion kilowatt-hours.
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This makes China the nation with the most hydro power resources, with 12 percent of
the world’s total (Central People’s Government of China, 2007). About 70 percent of
China’s exploitable hydropower is located in southwest China (National Development
and Reform Commission, 2007, pg. 3).

Volatility Patterns of Renewable Resources in China
Getting power from renewable resources is considered ‘free’ in that the fuel used to
power such generators, wind and hydro in this case, is free, however, the amount
of power that can be generated is very much constrained by nature. As mentioned
before, these sources of energy, most infamously wind, are extremely fickle and hard
to incorporate effectively into power grids that demand stability. This is especially
true in China, the location of massive climate variability and seasonal monsoons (Chi,
2011).
China is a huge nation on Asia, the largest landmass, and has a sizeable coastline
on the Pacific, the largest ocean; a location that places it right between two powerful air systems subject to variable climate and extreme weather seasonality. On the
mainland, there is the Siberian anticyclone, a polar continental air mass that dominates in the winter, while in the ocean is the East Asian monsoon that rises in the
summer (Chi, 2011).
Because northern China is not protected by a mountain range, anything north
of the Qin Mountains is completely open to the Siberian anticyclone in the winter,
causing a prevailing dry winter wind that brings clear skies and large temperature
changes throughout the day. This weather lasts from November to March. In the
summer the anticyclone retreats as the tropical Pacific air mass advances, responsible
for the rainy season, sometimes extending all the way to Tibet and Mongolia. This
explains the extreme uneven distribution of water across the nation. Some areas in
the southeastern coast can receive more than 80 inches of rainfall a year, while north
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beyond the Altun and Qilian mountains, where the tropical air cannot reach, there
can be as little as 4 inches of rain per year (Chi, 2011). For a map of the climate and
physical features of the region, see Figure 1.5.6

Figure 1.5: (Left)A physical map of China.(Right)A climate map of China, showing
the extreme variability in climate.

Researchers point out that the rain and wind seasons are perfectly complementary
in China. China’s wind blows hardest during the anticyclone in spring, autumn, and
winter, especially by Mongolia, and less strong in the winter, whereas the summer is
exactly when the rains fall and the rivers are running the strongest (Li et al., pg. 3).
However, this in no way mitigates the short term volatility of wind; wind power only is
available when the wind blows, which needless to say is not all the time in any season
and varies hour by hour. So far China deals with this issue by building coal plants
(Yang, 2009). Unfortunately, coal plants have slow ramping rates that do not allow
them to respond immediately to wind power shortfalls and thus are too inflexible to
compensate for wind’s volatility.
China has a propensity for both floods and droughts caused by high precipitation variability that is inversely proportional to the amount of rainfall received: in
southern China variability is up to 40 percent, while in northern regions the variation
is as much as 80 (Chi, 2011). This has direct effect on the flow of the rivers and
6

Source: Chi (2011) and Microsoft Encarta
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thus severely constrains hydropower’s flexibility. An extreme example is the Yellow
River, originating in the Tibetan Plateau and flowing all the way to the Yellow Sea.
Simultaneously the mother river and “River of Sorrow”, it has changed course 26
times and flooded 1500 times since 602 BC, and dried up more than 30 times since
1975 (Hays, 2009).
Thus, existing hydroelectric dams are dams first and generators second: their
flow is determined by the water needs of the region in drought and flood seasons.
As proof, the only thing that has kept the Yellow River from drying up since the
new millennium was releasing water from reservoirs on the river (Hays, 2009). Then
in July of 2010 the Three Gorges Dam curbed 70,000 cubic meters of flow from the
upper reaches of the Yangtze River to just 40,000 cubic meters, which“will make a
severe flood a common flood”, according to the head of the maritime bureau in a
flood province. That is greater flow than the 1998 flood which killed 4150 people and
caused about 38 billion dollars of damage (Mu, 2010).
This has not stopped China from promoting renewable energy.

The Renewable Energy Law
From 2002 to 2006, China laid the groundwork for renewable energy development
with the wind energy concession programme. The programme exempted approved
projects from market competition by setting fixed prices and mandating compulsory
buying of the power by the grid operators (Li et al., pg. 7). In 2005 the Central government passed the Renewable Energy Law designed to signal a national commitment
to promoting renewable energy (National People’s Congress), put into effect by 2006.
One of the most noteworthy consequences of the law was the ‘Mandatory Connection’
Policy that required grid companies to build renewable power generators connected
to their grids and buy power off of them (Kwok, 2009).
The effect of these policies on building wind capacity is enormous. China in
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the past four or five years has made leaps and bounds in installing wind power, as
Figure 1.6 shows.7 This sort of exponential growth is only mirrored in the United
States, and has brought China from one of the most wind-impoverished to third
highest in ranking (Rodney, 2010). According to some sources like the Global Wind
Energy Council, China actually just passes Germany and ranks second in installed
wind energy capacity (Li et al., 2010). Another reason for this explosive growth
is that China has been heavily, and possibly unethically, subsidizing and pushing
the development of wind power not just for its own power grid but to export the
manufacturing to other countries as well (Bradsher, 2010).

Figure 1.6: Installed capacity of wind power in the top six wind power nations showing
China’s explosive growth.

Yet building capacity does not mean it was used. There were problems with the
Mandatory Connection Policy, one of the most glaring being that compliance was
not enforced. The law did not punish grids for rejecting renewable energy, nor did
7

Data for graph is a subset of the data provided on the web page of Rodney (2010).
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it compensate for the added risk in a volatile asset such as wind in their generating portfolio (Li et al., 2010). As of 2009, Morgan Stanley reported that about 3.5
gigawatts of installed wind capacity in China, about 29 percent, were lying idle, a
claimed backed by Citigroup research (Kwok, 2009). Therefore, in 2009, the Chinese government made amendments formally writing buying electricity as part of the
Mandatory Connection into the Renewable Energy Law. However, the grid operators
only have to buy electricity that meets technical standards of quality, electricity that
the highly volatile wind on its own would not produce (Finamore, 2010).
In light of that new provision of the Mandatory Connection Law, the only way
for wind power to be integrated into the grid is if the volatility is controlled through
regulation, further motivating this thesis.

1.3

Overview of the Thesis

This thesis demonstrates operations research applications to this problem and evaluates its effects on the costs of generating electricity in China. It first determines an
optimal regulating policy with approximate dynamic programming, then tests these
policies by simulating the Chinese power grid through the unit commitment model
as in Zhou (2010) to accurately simulate the behavior of the RTO dynamically. The
year 2008, being the most recent year with substantial data available, will act as a
base year to calibrate the model.
The rest of the paper will proceed as follows: Chapter 2 will review the current
literature in the field of wind-hydro regulation. Chapter 3 outlines the dynamic
programming algorithm used to make the regulating decisions. Then, for simulation
purposes, Chapter 4 formally presents the adaptation of the Unit Commitment Model
used in this thesis, including how it accounts for both day-ahead scheduling and real
time dispatch decisions. It also describes how the China-specific parameters were
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constructed to fit the state of the power industry of China in 2008, and how the
model was calibrated with historical data. Following that, in Chapter 5 the thesis
presents the results of the approximate dynamic program, finally making conclusions
about the value of hydro regulation in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
The Research in Wind-Hydro
Systems
There is nothing novel in the concept of regulating wind power with hydro power, as
the idea has been in research since at least 1984. However, it is not until recently with
the gradual deregulation of the power industry in the United States that operations
research has offered modeling and optimization techniques to improve the efficiency of
the power grid in general, let alone for the wind-hydro regulation problem. Therefore,
though much literature leading up to now by researchers have explored the possible
effectiveness and benefits of such a coupling with results that reach a general consensus, few have approached the problem from a decision-maker’s perspective and
applied true stochastic optimization to their studies.
Most of the research has focused on ‘what-if’ scenarios that analyze the effects
of implementing a wind-hydro regulation scheme, either running simulations over a
range of parameters or using a heuristic policy to model grid behavior and make
conclusions. Palsson et al. (1984), which investigates control problems in increasing
the share of wind energy in the generation portfolio in northern Norway, is one of the
earliest to explore the idea of wind regulation through hydro power. But rather than
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optimize the decision making process the paper assumes a predetermined policy to
simulate. One such policy is perfectly coordinating hydro power with wind power,
but there is no cost-benefit analysis of the resulting adjustments; it was presented
just to prove it could be done. The policy in Bueno and Carta (2006) similarly is
predetermined and not optimized. There, to study how the generation system in the
Canary Islands would accommodate increased wind penetration, the model’s decision
policy diverts wind power directly to pumped storage which can dispatch the hydro
power to meet a percentage of demand, a tunable parameter. After simulating a range
of parameters such as storage capacity, wind capacity, and level of hydro commitment,
the combination with the lowest cost per unit of energy, considering investments and
externalities, is declared optimal; it is hard to say whether it is truly optimal as the
simulation is not described. Kaldellis (2002) similarly studies how parameters such
as the number of wind turbines and reservoir size affects the behavior of the windhydro system of the Aegean Archipelago by simulation, again not really explicating
the exact decision-making process of the model; one can only assume it is heuristic,
with no actual decision-making.
While these methods could be valid given a proper simulator, it is not compelling
to use these results as a basis for making decisions as they are essentially trial-anderror and do not explain how their model approximates real-world behavior. The
problem is they lack a methodology to finding and making decisions. In contrast,
Swider (2007) formulates a stochastic model that explicates a decision-making process to invest in storage as a way to look into the possibilities of using compressed
air energy in a system with significate wind power generation, and concludes with
guidelines for investing in energy storage. The study is motivated by the reality that
many grids, for economic and geographic reasons, cannot use pumped hydro storage.
The optimization finds the plant output decisions that minimize costs, considering
reserve requirements and initial investments. Though the topic is a bit removed from
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this thesis it shares similar assumptions in the feasibility of pumped storage and uses
the same operations research methodology; Swider (2007) just focuses on traditional
passive storage means rather than exploring new active storage alternatives such as
regulation. That model properly formulates wind as a discrete stochastic variable at
each time step and the decision making optimizes over a weighted average, by probability of the discrete future scenarios, as will be done for this thesis in Chapter 3.
In Swider (2007), this problem of investing in storage is solved dynamically for
a German case study. His results show how investments in energy storage are more
valuable in the thermal-dominated power system of Germany as wind penetration
increases, since wind demands flexible power systems which thermal is definitely not.
China is a mostly coal-based society with the similar inflexibility in power generation,
so one can guess that energy storage is valuable and the possible benefits of a windhydro regulating system substantial.
The study in Ummels et al. (2007) also is a good example of proper stochastic
simulation, and though its subject is also not directly related to this thesis it is presented here as an example of strong modeling. This study, using the Netherlands as
the case, observes the effects of increased wind power on the behavior of a thermal
system following Unit Commitment and Economic Dispatch, with the baseline for
comparison being the expectation for wind power set at zero. Unit commitment is
the optimization that occurs typically once daily to schedule the electricity production of all the generators in a generating portfolio at the least cost while respecting
physical constraints (for example: capacity, ramping, and minimum on and off time
constraints), with forecasts for stochastic variables such as energy demand (or load)
and wind power. Dispatch is the realization of this schedule with adjustments to generator output if the actual demands and wind power available deviate from forecasts.
The results show that using wind energy does decrease total system operating
costs and emissions, but that at high installed wind capacities much wind power
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opportunity is wasted. Counterintuitively, perfect wind forecasting did not improve
results in this study, but the author suggests it is a feature of the Dutch case, which
already had plenty of reserves and storage capacity to absorb deviations. This may
not hold true for this thesis as China does not have as flexible of a generating portfolio
as the Netherlands.
As for the other studies that do not show strong modeling but do deal with
wind-hydro systems directly, they mostly report positive results in support of using
wind-hydro. Bueno and Carta (2006) shows that wind penetration, or the share of
wind energy in the generating portfolio, can be increased beyond current restrictions
in the Canary Islands without affecting the stability of the grid if regulated with hydro
power. Palsson et al. (1984) reaches a similar conclusion for northern Norway. Beyond
just regulating wind volatility, hydro regulation leads to less emissions by increasing
the effectiveness and penetration of wind power, as demonstrated in Benitez et al.
(2008) and Gagnon (2003). Otherwise, as seen in the no-storage case presented in
Ummels et al. (2007), much potential wind power and opportunities to use less fossil
fuels would be completely wasted.
However, the literature does show some negative aspects to using hydro power for
regulation. One is the large investment cost: Kling (2008) concludes that even with
high wind penetration the large investment cost of a pumped hydro facility for the
purpose of wind regulation would not be worth it; even in Bueno and Carta (2006),
only when externalities such as health and environment were factored into the utility function did using more wind and hydro become preferable. The simulations in
Gagnon (2003) that regulated wind with hydro showed that so much hydro power
was needed in the regulation, it would adversely affect the downstream environment;
the river would run so dry that it could affect the aquatic fauna. Love et al. (2000)
may not examine wind-hydro specifically, but that study on the amount of storage
needed to stabilize renewable power shows just how much more storage than previ-
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ously estimated is needed to keep the variation in renewable energy under control.
Overall, the literature suggests that regulation is costly to fully implement, both in
investment dollars and in the strain to the water environment.
The research to date on the subject paints a promising picture of using hydro
to regulate wind but also acknowledges the difficulties in implementing such a system. In addition, none of the literature so far respects the significant constraints
of existing hydro power reservoirs and models the decision making process in a constrained stochastic environment, making it hard for policy makers to make concrete
decisions regarding wind regulation. This thesis will attempt to bridge that gap
between simulation and reality by exploring the possibilities of using optimization
to make regulating decisions that explicitly address the trade-off in regulating with
hydro power.
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Chapter 3
Dynamic Programming
Optimization
Dynamic programming is an enormous field and to fully describe it is beyond the scope
of this thesis, but a general outline of the technique would help to better explain the
methodology used later.1
Dynamic programming is a way to solve a vast class of problems where one must
make decisions under uncertainty over time that affect the state of the system and
thus future decisions. Within dynamic programming there are many approaches to
solving problems. The method used in this thesis considers the possible outcomes
by estimating their value through Bellman’s Equation. Then, like solving a decision
tree, the program solves backwards, maximizing the expected utility (expected since
this is the uncertain future) of the strategy. This is called approximate dynamic
programming (ADP) (Powell, 2009).
Wind regulation through hydropower is a good application of dynamic programming. There is a decision to be made over time, changing the output of the hydro
plant over the course of a day, made under uncertain conditions, how the wind will
1

For a more detailed introduction to the theory behind dynamic programming, Puterman (1994)
is the standard resource for such problems.
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change in the future. The decision now impacts the state of the system afterwards, for
the hydro generator will be producing at a different output according to the decision,
which carries over to the state in the next time period. This decision is not trivial.
There are many uses for water and dams and generating electricity is not the most
important of them, as demonstrated by China’s flooded history, yet the necessity
of incorporating otherwise idle sources of power into the grid is also important to
decreasing the reliance on coal and furthering the economic growth of the country.
Therefore, this chapter will set out to formulate a model for implementing approximate dynamic programming into the decision-making process and see to what degree
can the two needs of water and clean power be balanced and an optimum solution be
reached.

3.1

Simplifications

To decrease run times the dynamic programming is not run on the full generating
system model but implemented as off-line learning in an artificial environment, which
features some simplifications.
First, all continuous variables are made discrete, including time, hydropower, and
wind power output. This is so that it is possible to calculate the value function for a
state variable with hydro and wind power as components, and the state variable itself
is discrete. With enough discrete values for the states this would still approximate
the real-world continuous case.
Also, wind is assumed to be a first-order Markov chain, in other words, that
the wind from one hour only depends on the strength of the wind coming from one
period before. This simplification is needed to decrease the dimensionality of the
state variable and ignores the seasonality in wind behavior. Seasonality is addressed
by breaking the wind data into parts and optimizing each season separately.
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Finally, this model assumes a “normal” time period without water crisis, whether
overage or shortage, and that water will always be available to regulate with. Thus,
absolute water levels are not explicitly modeled in the ADP.

3.2

ADP Model Formulation

This model is done for a wind operator and hydro operator negotiating a wind regulation policy. The system is the wind farm and the hydro plant; whether these are
singular or aggregate generators has no significant effect on the model. The goal is
to find a policy that will balance the wind operator’s concern for combined volatility
that would affect the value of the electricity to the grid and the hydro operator’s
concern for hydro volatility.
The notation and modeling style areadopted from Powell (2010).

Generator

scheduling and dispatch behavior for the entire system is determined by a different
decision maker, the regional grid operator. As the two processes of regulation and
generator scheduling and dispatch are separated in this thesis, the dynamic programming framework presented here has a different set of state variables and transition
functions than those that govern the unit commitment model (UCM) simulation detailed in Chapter 4 and not reconciled with them.
Table 3.1 lists the variables used in the dynamic programming model. The appendix contains the MatLab code that solves and simulates the ADP.
To capture the system as it evolves through time, the state of the system, the
decision making process, and the transition function that steps the state forward
must be defined.
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Table 3.1: List of Variables in the Dynamic Program
Variables
Rt
Wt
ωt (i)
Ŵt
Lt
xt
X π (St )
caverage
cwater
Ut (St , xt )
Vt (St , xt )
g(St , xt )
h(St , xt )

Definitions
State Parameters
Cumulative amount of deviation from normal hydro generator output at time t (MW)
Wind power output at time t (MW)
Realization of Wt indexed by i (MW)
Wind power after adjustment with hydro observed at time t (MW)
The predetermined target combined power output for hour t (MW)
Decision Variables
Programming decision for hydro generator output at time t (MW)
Policy decision for hydro generator output for observed St (MW)
Tunable Parameters
Coefficient of penalty for deviating from the target Lt (pos)
Coefficient of water use penalty (pos)
Value Function
Utility function given a state and decision at time t
Utility function given a state and decision at time t
Penalty for not smoothing wind output at time t
Penalty for using water given the state and decision at time t

State Variable
The state variable contains all the information needed in the decision-making process,
nothing more and nothing less. The information needed for this model is the state of
the reservoir from last time step, the wind power observed at this time step, and the
expected level of wind power to commit to the grid.

St (Rt−1 , Wt , Lt )

Rt−1 is the amount of deviation from the target hydro output in megawatts at time
t − 1 and thus captures all the necessary historical information about the state of the
reservoir needed to make the decision.
Wt is the wind power generated observed at time t in megawatts, a realization of a
random variable whose probabilities are defined by Wt−1 , the wind power generated at
time t − 1. As the wind evolves as a first-order Markov process in the discretized case
considered here, the evolution of wind power can be defined by a probability matrix
P, where pij , the cell at row i and column j, is P[ωt (j)|ωt−1 (i)], the probability of
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realization ωt (j) given the realization ωt−1 (i). Here ωt−1 (i) is the realization of the
random variable Wt at time t, as the realizations are discretized that are indexed in
increasing order by i. This also means that ωt−1 (i) must be in the state variable. For
this thesis P was calculated by empirical data.
Lt , the expected level of wind power committed to the grid, can be defined in any
way that suits the operator; some possibilities include using an hour-by-hour average
as an expectation, or a constant average. Here it is defined as the seasonal hour-byhour average wind power observed over the day. The reason an hour-by-hour cycle
was chosen is because wind in China conveniently blows hardest during the day and
can help alleviate peak loads. Splitting the year into four seasons and calculating the
hour-by-hour cycle for each separately accounts for the seasonality in the wind data.
Decision Variable
The decision variable is chosen such that

xt ≥ 0

xt is defined as the amount of wind power to adjust with hydropower at time t. This
variable is discrete and given in megawatts.
A decision policy is a set of rules that define how the decision maker will behave in
response to a state St , and is the ultimate result of the optimization that the dynamic
program seeks. Thus, while running the dynamic program requires a time-dependent
decision xt , what the model seeks to find is the policy determined by the observed
state. This optimization was most successful when the decision policy was based
off of the observed deviation from committed wind power, Lt − ωt (i), therefore, the
decision policy is specifically written in terms of that deviation,

xt = X π (St ) = X π (Lt − ωt (i))
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Transition Function
The state variable evolves with the following transition function

St+1 (St ) = St+1 (Rt , Wt+1 , Lt+1 )
= St+1 (xt , Wt+1 , Lt+1 )

Notice that the last decision xt by definition is the new starting reservoir level Rt
and thus part of the state variable for the following time period t + 1. Wt+1 , the
wind power at time t + 1, is a random variable that evolves from Wt as described in
Section 3.2. Lt+1 , the committed wind power for time t + 1, is also defined as before.

3.3

Solving the Dynamic Program

The objective in a dynamic program is to maximize utility, which is captured by determining the value of being in state St . As this is an approximate dynamic programming
model, it will be solved through backward induction with Bellman’s Equation. This
is appropriate as the sheer number of possible states would explode as the time considered increases and would be impossible to compute. Since the decision policy is
defined by the observed deviation of wind power Lt −ωt (i), the value Vt (St ) of being in
a state St at time t is calculated for ωt (i), as Lt is predetermined, and approximated
with the following transition function.

Vt (St ) = Vt (ωt (i)) = max[U (St , xt ) +
xt

X

pij Vt+1 (St+1 (St , xt ))]

j

For a given realization of wind power ωt (i), the value Vt is approximated by the
current utility U (St , x) of being in state St making decision x at time t, considering
the probabilities pij of realization ωt+1 (j) of Wt+1 .
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Utility Function
The behavior of the ADP depends a lot upon the formulation of the utility function.
This model hopes to capture the disutility of changing the hydro power output as
well as the utility of smoothing the wind power output. Thus, the utility function is
a combination of a penalty for large x and large changes in adjusted wind Ŵt , as in

U (St , xt ) = −g(St , xt ) − h(St , xt )

where g(St , xt ) is the penalty for not regulating wind power and h(St , xt ) is the penalty
for altering the output of the hydro generator.
Assuming that any deviation from expected in wind output, either over or under,
is equally bad and that large deviations are much worse than small deviations, the
penalty function g(St , xt ) must have certain qualities:
• g(St , xt ) must be a function of the observed deviation from expectation after
the adjustment by hydro Ŵt = Lt − Wt + xt
• g(Ŵt ) must be symmetric over 0 for all Ŵt
• g(Ŵt ) must be greater than or equal to 0 for all Ŵt , both positive or negative
• δg(Ŵt ) must increase as Ŵt increases
A polynomial of form g(y) = ay 2b for a > 0 and whole number b ≥ 1 would satisfy
these conditions. Here, y = Ŵt , a = caverage , and b = 1. The function used in this
model is thus

g(St , xt ) = caverage (Lt − Wt + xt )2

Here, caverage is a nonnegative tunable parameter adjusting the degree of disutility
from deviating from the committed demand, Wt , Lt , and xt are as defined in the state
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variable in Section 3.2.
The next component of the utility function is the penalty for using hydro power.
What is especially worrisome to environmentalists is the damage caused downstream
by rapid changes in flow from the hydro generator. Therefore, the penalty function
for altering hydro power h(St , xt ) must be a function of the change in hydro power
generation xt − xt+1 ; the other properties listed above for g(St , xt ) would remain the
same. This means that

h(St , xt ) = cwater (xt+1 − xt )2

As with g(St , xt ), there is a nonnegative tunable parameter cwater adjusting the disutility from changing hydro power output. By substituting g(St , xt ) and h(St , xt ) into
the utility function above, the model accounts for the disutility from both not regulating and from altering the hydro generator output. The relative magnitude between
caverage and cwater defines the preference structure of the decision maker.
The utility function does not explicitly consider fuel costs, which is what the operator would truly like to minimize, or CO2 emissions, which should also be addressed.
For one that would be more difficult to model, but also would not reflect the operator’s decision-making process. Instead, the beliefs about the relationship between
regulation are implied in the preferences and will be checked by the UCM in the
simulation in Chapter 4.
The following list shows the steps in deriving the value of any state in any time
within the time period considered, and ultimately solving the ADP.
1. The future value at the last time step VT +1 for all possible observed wind states
ωT (i) is set to 0.
2. Calculating the utility function: The utility function at the last time period
U (ST (i), xT (j)) is calculated for every possible discrete decision state xT (j) and
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observed wind state ωT (i) combination.
3. Calculating Bellman’s Equation: VT (ωT (i)) is defined in terms of the observed
wind state at time T , and since VT +1 = 0,

VT = max U (ST (i), xT (j))
xT (j)

so maximizing the utility U (ST (i), xT (j) at every possible observed wind state
ωt (i) gives the value function VT (ωt (i)) to use in the next iteration.
4. Recalculating the utility function: Now t = T − 1, and U (ST −1 (i), xT −1 (j)) is
calculated exactly as in Step 2.
5. Recalculating Bellman’s Equation: Now that VT +1 6= 0, the contribution of being in a certain state ST −1 (ωT −1 (i), xT −1 (j)) in the future is calculated by taking
the expectation of VT ; in other words, by calculating P ∗ VT or even more specifP
ically i pki VT (ωT (i)) for all ωT −1 (k). This is added to U (ST −1 (i), xT −1 (j)) to
derive VT −1 (ST −1 (i), xT −1 (j)) so a decision can be made for any observed outcome such that

VT −1 (ωT −1 (k)) = max [U (ST −1 (k), xT −1 (j)) +
xT −1 (j)

X

pki VT (ωT (i))]

i

6. Repeat Step 4 and 5 for t0 = t − 1 until t0 = 1. The last decisions x1 (ω1 (i))
define the decision policy X π (St ). By then, the decision policy X π (St ) would
have converged to an optimal steady state value as determined by the ADP.
Using this algorithm, a policy xt = X π (St ) is determined and ready to use for
simulations. Seeing the algorithm perform in the deterministic case assuming perfect
knowledge of future wind power generation ensures that it behaves as it should. As
Figure 3.1 shows, the dynamic program makes reasonable decisions in the determin31

istic case. Without a hydro penalty, the adjusted wind power output has only small,
insignificant deviations from the expected wind power output (from using discrete
approximations for the states), at the expense of causing the green hydro power line
to fluctuate as much as wind power would have, while with the hydro penalty, the
program will choose to fluctuate hydro power more slowly and steadily, at the expense
of seeing more deviations from the adjusted wind power.

Figure 3.1: Illustrates how the ADP responds to differences in actual and expected
wind power in the no hydro penalty case (left) and with the hydro penalty (right)
in the deterministic case. The pink bands mark 5 percent of the capacity of Three
Gorges Dam as a scale reference for reasonable tolerance of deviations.

Keep in mind at that the above figures simulate a deterministic case: from now
on all the figures will show the stochastic case with little to no wind forecasting
information available at the time of decision-making.

3.4

Adjusting Preferences with Penalty Parameters

As preferences are by nature flexible and mutable, the model comes with two parameters for balancing the need for stable power and the obligation to water, caverage
and cwater respectively. Figure 3.2 shows how changing the parameters will affect the
smoothing. Increasing the demand parameter caverage puts more penalty on deviating
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from the mean, thus the resulting decision policy will change the hydro generator
output and use more reservoir water in favor of regulating the wind, as is illustrated
by the smaller and smaller deviations from 0 in the paths with higher caverage . On
the other hand, increasing the hydro parameter cwater puts more penalty on using
hydro power, and so the decision policy will choose to use less water and not regulate
as much, as can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Shows how the adjusted wind power deviates from the expected wind
power under different ranges of penalties for the demand parameter caverage (left) and
the hydro parameter cwater (right), all else constant. The bands mark 5 percent of
the capacity of Three Gorges Dam as a scale reference for reasonable tolerance of
deviations.

The exact calibration of the penalty parameters depends on the needs and concerns
of the policy make in charge of managing power generation. Chapter 5 will show how
these parameters affect the magnitude of hydro deviation on the costs, emissions, and
behavior of the power grid. But deriving those results requires a good simulator as
described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Modeling China’s Power Grid
It is reasonable to believe that a smoother wind power output would result in lower
costs, both in terms of fuel costs as well as CO2 emissions, but the only way to be
sure is to have a working, reasonable model for the Chinese power grid. The unit
commitment model (UCM) is used by Zhou (2010) and Ummels et al. (2007) to
faithfully represent the behavior of a power grid; this thesis will also use the UCM to
evaluate the effectiveness of wind regulation.
The UCM represents the costs of a system of electric power generators that seek to
achieve some goal, usually in a scheduling problem to coordinate the level of electricity
production from the available generators to meet the demand for the next time period.
Research into modeling and finding the best solution to the unit commitment problem
is ongoing as resource constraints encourage smarter, more efficient uses of energy. It
influences real-world behaviors as regional transmissions operators (RTO) in charge
of scheduling electric power generation units in the United States under the open,
deregulated market use these very models to match electricity supplies and demands
on a day to day basis. There is no reason to think that China’s grid would be
scheduled any different.
Many ways of labeling the various parameters and variable exist, but the concept
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and structure of the model are essentially the same. This chapter will outline the
formulation of the UCM used in this thesis, which is an adaptation of the model
in Zhou (2010) used to simulate the behavior of the Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland
Interconnection (PJM) and Guan et al. (1992).
One important aspect of power generation to properly model is not only the dayahead scheduling with the UCM, but also the real-time dispatch behavior. As Zhou
(2010) and Ummels et al. (2007) show, in cases where there is higher wind penetration
in the portfolio of generation facilities, there is not a proportional decrease in costs
for an increase in wind capacity, as there are costs incurred for wind shortfalls which
would only be seen in a proper dispatch model.

4.1

Simplifications in the Model

Before moving into the details of the model, the assumptions and simplifications of
the PJM model in Zhou (2010) must be reconciled with the new context in this paper;
there is the question of whether the deregulated market conditions of an American
regional power grid are truly parallel with the still very much regulated energy market
in China.
Indeed, the costs and other economic considerations may not be as relevant in
China and in the United States, but the original model in Zhou (2010) choose to ignore
‘Market Behavior’, encompassing bidding information such as minimum sell price, as
that is not public information. Instead it assumes that the RTO has the power to
schedule any generator it wishes, an assumption that would if anything be even more
acceptable in China. As stated in Chapter 1, China’s electricity prices are determined
by the state and not by the generating units, therefore transmission operators do not
need to consider bids when scheduling (Energy Information Association, 2009).
The next simplification of the original model is to not consider transmission and
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security issues and that all power generated is available to all end users, also due to
lack of information. This thesis also assumes that there are no transmission issues
and any power generated is available to all end users at all times. This is actually
a very problematic simplification for China as reality could not be further from the
truth, as noted in Chapter 1; many wind turbines are effectively useless since they are
not connected to any power grid, let alone to long-distance transmission that would
make it available to all of China. However as discussed before, Chinese officials are
very much aware of and seek to address this problem, and in any case this thesis seeks
to compare rather than project costs.
The problem is to scale unlike in Zhou (2010), but there are some assumptions
involved in producing a list of generators. Those are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
The model of wind- and hydro-powered generation units also deviates from Zhou
(2010) to reflect the constraints and purpose of regulating, except for the stochastic
modeling of the wind. This thesis also assumes that no knowledge about future wind
power is available to the RTO. Regulated wind power is fed into the model as the
power generation of the wind generator, and it is predicted by the target wind power
output instead of a as a percentile of historical wind data. Better measures are probably possible but this serves as a good starting point for exploring the possibilities.
Hydro power is assumed to be constrained and so produces a constant output the
whole simulation. This output is not full capacity as due to the flooding and drought
seasonal cycle in China the reservoir level and hydro power output fluctuates greatly
throughout the year. Also, the marginal cost of renewable resources (namely hydro
and wind) are assumed to be zero. Marginal costs for renewable resources are not
easily defined, and so for all intents and purposes these energy sources are free even
in China; the costs associated with these generators are mostly environmental.
A major simplification also carried over into this model is the elimination of
startup costs. Accurate calculation of the startup costs would require data that
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is simply not available and hard to construct. Since startup costs are not being considered, the distinction that Guan et al. (1992) makes between hot and cold startup
costs is even more irrelevant (Zhou, 2010, pg. 23).
Of course, the biggest assumption is that this model can accurately fit the operations of the Chinese power grid at all. Every effort was made to properly calibrate
the UCM so that it matches China in 2008, as is detailed in Section 4.3.

4.2

UCM Model Formulation

The system consists of I generators satisfying some demand hourly for time t =
1 · · · T , indexed by hour, starting with t = 1 meaning midnight of the first day. The
decision maker is the RTO determining the schedule for some given number of days.
The goal of the RTO is to satisfy demand with the lowest cost possible, given the
system and generator constraints. The simulation can be thought of having two
problems within it: there are the deterministic day ahead scheduling decisions made
every 24 hours after the last hour of the day (t = a multiple of 24) for the next twentyfour hours, then the real-time adjustment decisions which are made every hour of that
day. As such, decisions are not all made and carried out simultaneously, thus some
variables carry the double time index tt0 , where t is the time of the decision and t0
the time of action. For the day ahead decisions made at time t, they are acted upon
at time t0 = t + 1 · · · t + 24.
This model uses notion common to operations research and stochastic optimization
explicating the state variable, decision variable, exogenous information, objective
function, and transition function. It is separate from the dynamic program model
in Chapter 3. Table 4.1 can be used as a reference for the relevant variables in the
model formalized in this chapter, and the Java code implementing it can be found in
the appendix in Section A.3.3.
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Table 4.1: List of Variables in the Unit Commitment Scheduling Problem
Variables

Definitions
State Variable
nti Number of hours generator i has been on (positive)/off (negative) at time t
pti0 Predetermined target of renewable generator i0 ⊂ I for time t
uti Whether generator i is on (1)/off (0) at the beginning of time t
D̂tt0 Estimate of the demand (in MW) at time t0 made at time t
Decision Variable
x̂tt0 ,i Amount of committed generation (in MW) for generator i at time t0 > t
yti Turn up or down generator i at time t
xti Amount of actual output (in MW) for generator i at time t
System Parameters
Dt Actual electricity demand (in MW) for time t
ρ Reserve requirement as a percentage for time, a tunable parameter
Generator Parameters
cfi uel (xti ) Fuel cost for generator i for generating power xti at time t
cmin
Minimum capacity for generator i
i
Maximum capacity for generator i
cmax
i
con
Minimum on time for generator i
i
f
Minimum off time for generator i
cof
i
cup
Ramp up rate (in MW/h) for generator i, as a positive number
i
cdown
Ramp down rate (in MW/h) for generator i, as a negative number
i

Stochastic Variables
It is important to be clear which variables are known and constant and which are
unknown and random to the RTO at which times. At any time t, the demand Dt
and power generated by wind generators i0 and xt0 ,i0 are unknown for t0 > t, and
thus random variables. At time t, the RTO only has an estimate of demand and
renewable power output, which shall be denoted by D̂tt0 and x̂tt0 ,i0 respectively, with
the hat indicating a constant estimate and a double time index indicating the time
forecasted t0 at the current time t.

Objective Function
The objective of the UCM scheduling problem from the perspective of the RTO is to
coordinate the generator output to minimize costs J. Thus, the objective function
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follows the general form, for time t = 1 · · · T and generators i = 1 · · · I

min J =

T X
I
X

[ccost
xti ]
i

t=1 i=1

As a reminder, this cost function only considers the variable cost of the system, and
is the fuel cost of generator i in units of dollars per
not the start up costs. ccost
i
megawatt, while xti is the power generated by generator i at time t in megawatts.
Summing up the fuel costs of every generator in a time period and then summing
up the time periods in the whole time considered gives the total dollar costs of the
system. Note that externalities such as CO2 emissions are also not included in the
system costs for the model, as those are not costs China is likely to consider in the
day-to-day operations of the grid.

State Variable
The state variable S contains all the information needed to make a decision, no more
no less (Powell, 2010, pg. 153). Typically the state variable has a physical state Ht
and a belief or information state θ̄t and is denoted

S(Ht , θ̄t )

In this model the components are
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where

Ci =



f
cmin
cmax
con
cof
cup
cdown
i
i
i
i
i
i

In other words, the physical state is made up of the number of hours each generator
was on or off going into the current period nt,i , whether each generator is on going
into the current time period ut,i , and the power output decision xt−1,i of the previous
time period t − 1. Note that in this model xt does not refer to hydro generator
adjustment as in Chapter 3, but to power output of generator i, which can be of any
type. The belief state is made up of the belief or estimate of future demand D̂tt0 given
the information up to time t, the estimate of the future wind power output x̂tt0 ,i0 , and
the generator parameters Ci , which do not change with time in this model.
Constraints
The constraints of this optimization are many and can be classified by scope: system
constraints incorporating the whole system and generator constraints for individual
generators. System constraints further boil down to demand and reserve requirement
constraints. Generator constraints are generated for every generator i = 1 · · · I. Not
all the constraints are applicable to every type of generator, and in the case the
constraint does not apply the appropriate parameter can be set to a trivial value.

Demand Constraint
The demand constraint is made up of a set of T equations, one for each time step,
that ensure that the electricity demand is met and delivered at every interval, where
I
X

xti ≥ Dt

i=1
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It is relatively straightforward: the total generation of all the generators in any given
P
time period t Ii=1 xti must meet the load Dt at that time period t.
Capacity Constraints
Each generator also has a set of capacity constraints
cmin
≤ xti ≤ cmax
, if nti ≥ 0
i
i
, if nti ≥ 0

xti = 0

This ensures that the generator only operates within its capacity range when on, and
does not generate power when off. Every generator has a maximum capacity, but
only conventional thermal and nuclear units have significant minimum capacities as
= 0.
well. For all other generators cmin
i
Minimum On and Off Time
There is also a minimum on and off time constraint

ut,i



 −1
=

 1

1 ≤ nti < con
i
f
cof
< nti ≤ −1
i

that keeps a unit off if it did not reach the minimum on time, and keeps it on if the
unit did not meet the minimum on time. This applies to conventional thermal and
of f
nuclear units. In other units con
= 0 which also make the constraint insignificant.
i , ci

Ramp Time Constraint
This constraint insures that the generator obeys its physical properties.

xti ≤ xt−1,i + cup
i
xti ≥ xt−1,i + cdown
i
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Generator i can only decrease or increase its power output as much as the ramp rates
down
allow it to. This constraint is mainly for thermal and nuclear units. In
cup
i and ci
of f
, meaning the ramp rate equals the nominal capacity and
= cmax
other units con
i
i , ci

is thus non-binding.

Reserve Requirement
In reality, grids like to keep some of its generating capacity at partial capacity, called
the spinning reserve, just in case they are needed to quickly ramp up in an emergency
power shortage. Otherwise blackouts or brownouts are more likely to occur. The
reserve requirement ensures that throughout the simulation not every generator is
operating at maximum capacity. At time t,
I
X

cmax
uti − xti ≥ ρ max
D̂tt0
i
0
t

i=1

where t0 = t+1, t+2, · · · , t+24 and ρ is a percentage of the peak forecasted demand for
the day being scheduled maxt0 D̂tt0 , setting the reserve requirement for the day. The
is the maximum capacity of generator i. If uti = 0, then the generator
parameter cmax
i
is off, xti = 0, and it does not contribute to the spinning reserves in accordance to the
definition of reserves; likewise if the generator is on then the leftover capacity counts
towards the spinning reserve.

Commitment Constraints
Wind energy is stochastic and so because of uncertainty it may not be the best
policy to commit all of the predicted amount of wind to the grid in the day ahead
optimization. Similarly, hydro power plants are usually part of dams that mainly
function in water regulation, not in power generation, and therefore the commitment
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level is severely constrained. Thus there is the constraint

x̂tt0 i00 = pt0 i00

where x̂tt0 i00 is the power committed at time t from hydro or wind generator i00 in the
day ahead model for time t0 > t, and pt0 i00 is the target power level of that generator.
In this simple model, wind is already regulated to a predetermined value, and so
the pt0 i00 for the wind generators would be that regulating value. In addition, any
adjustments to hydro power are already fully accounted for in the adjusted wind
output. Since hydro is assumed to be tightly constrained, pt0 i00 would be a constant
percent of the generating capacity of the hydro plant, reflecting the zero flexibility.

Transition Function
For a complete time-dependent model there needs to be a transition function that
governs how the decisions effect the evolution of the state of the system. Here, for
every generator i = 1 · · · I there is the transition constraint

nt+1,i



 nti + uti
=

 u
ti

nti uti > 0
nti uti < 0

which updates the variable nti that tracks the number of hours generator i has been
on or off. When the sign of uti switches, indicating that a generator has turned on or
off, it sets nti to 1 or -1.

4.2.1

Making Decisions

As this paper models from the RTO’s perspective, the decision is the amount of power
to have generator i = 1 · · · I produce at hour t = 1 · · · T . Decision-making in this
problem is complex because meeting electricity loads is a two-step process: first in
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the initial day ahead schedule and then in the real-time adjustments.

Day Ahead Decisions
The day ahead decisions are made at 11 PM of each day when t is a multiple of 24.
For every hour t0 = t + 1, t + 2, · · · , t + 24 in a day,

x̂tt0 ,i ≥ 0

is the decision, the power that generator i is assigned to produce for hour t0 in the
future at the current time t. There is a hat and double time index because this
decision may still be adjusted in the real-time dispatch decisions, and so is more akin
to estimates than to actual values.
As stressed before, when solving the day ahead model the RTO cannot look into
the future and observe the true value of demand Dt or the power output of wind and
hydro xti0 , and so makes decisions based on an estimate D̂tt0 and x̂tt0 ,i0 respectively.
All constraints in the problem will also substitute the random variables xti0 and Di
with deterministic x̂tt0 ,i0 and D̂tt0 respectively. Note that those estimates are constant,
not stochastic, so this is solved as a deterministic optimization problem.

Real Time Decisions
Following the day ahead decisions x̂t0 i , the simulation then steps forward hour by hour
and simulates dispatch behavior that adjusts the previous decision x̂tt0 ,i . This part of
the simulation accounts for the fact that the deterministic problem solved above uses
imperfect information and thus the RTO must correct for these imperfections in real
time.
The new power outputs are determined by a heuristic policy: there is a predetermined list that dictates the order to ramp up generators in the event of a power
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shortage and to ramp down generators in the event of a power overage. The simulator goes down the list and adjusts the power outputs accordingly respecting its
constraints. The new power output is

xti ≥ 0

Note that without the hat or the double time index, the decision variable is no longer
an ‘estimated’ or committed power output but the actual, realized power output.
Some generators may need to be turned on and off, while obeying the minimum
on and off time constraints. For turning on and off generators, there are the decision
variables



on
 yti


yti = 

ytiof f
where

ytion



 1
=
 0


turn generator i on at time t
otherwise

, ytiof f



 1
=
 0


turn generator i off at time t
otherwise

At the end of the day, when t becomes the next multiple of 24, we cycle back
and again make day ahead decisions for the following 24 hours, to be adjusted in real
time.
The decision policy for the generators in the day ahead scheduling is purely determined by optimizing the UCM, however, these decisions are modified by the real
time dispatch decisions. In this model real time dispatch is governed by a heuristic
policy. For every hour, the policy is followed as below:1
1. Adjusting wind with pumped storage: The model observes the actual wind
1

A more detailed description of the heuristic policy is in Zhou (2010).
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power output xti0 . If xti0 < x̂t0 t,i0 , the expected wind power output, then pumped
storage makes up the difference to its ability. If xti0 > x̂t0 t,i0 , then as much
of the extra wind is stored in pumped storage. Note that storing electricity
with pumped storage incurs inefficiency costs: not all the power stored can
be recovered. The value of xti0 is updated, as is the power output of pumped
storage.
2. The total power generated

PI

i=1

xti and actual observed demand Dt are com-

pared.
3. If

PI

i=1

xti > Dt there is a power overage: the simulator goes through a prede-

termined generator ramp down list.
, the power output is
(a) For generator i considered, if uti = 1 and xti > cmin
i
P
. Ii=1 xti is updated
and xti − xt−1,i > cdown
ramped down while xti > cmin
i
i
to reflect any change.
PI

of f
= 1.
and nti > con
(b) If xti = cmin
i , then yti
i

i=1

xti is updated to reflect

any change.
(c) Repeat (a) and (b) for the next generator until there is no more power
overage or no more generators on the list, whichever comes first.
4. If

PI

i=1

xti < Dt there is a power shortage: the simulator goes through a pre-

determined generator ramp up list.
(a) For generator i considered, if uti = 1 and xti < cmax
, the power output is
i
PI
ramped up while xti < cmax
and xti − xt−1,i < cup
i
i .
i=1 xti is updated to
reflect any change.
f
on
(b) If uti = −1 and nti < cof
i , then yti = 1.

change.
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PI

i=1

xti is updated to reflect any

(c) Repeat (a) and (b) for the next generator until there is no more power
shortage or no more generators on the list, whichever comes first.
5. The power outputs xti are updated with the adjusted values and carry over to
the next hour t + 1.
The generator ramp down and ramp up list is determined the same way as in Zhou
(2010), except that hydro power is excluded from the ramping order. The ramp up
list assumes that an RTO will ramp up the least costly generators with low minimum
off times first, which if excluding hydro is coal, then natural gas. The ramp down
list is in reverse, assuming that the RTO will want to ramp down the most costly
generators first.
Just as a reminder, wind and hydro power output is coordinated as determined by
a regulating policy determined by the dynamic program as described in Chapter 3.

4.2.2

Tunable Parameters

Since the UCM as solved here is deterministic, rather than explicitly incorporating
stochastic concerns, this paper modifies the parameters of the deterministic problem
with ρ and q. There is much literature discussing better algorithms to optimize such
parameters for policies so as to not overly favor cost or randomness at the expense of
long-term gains, but that topic is not within the scope of this thesis.

4.2.3

Methods of Solving the Scheduling Problem

The UCM scheduling problem, when fully modeled, is high-dimensional and so to
solve an industry-scale problem is not trivial. The objective function is to minimize
costs, however they may be defined. The extensive system of constraints corresponds
to each generator and to the system as a whole; thus, the size of the problem can
quickly explode as the size of the system becomes larger. For example, according to
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Hobbs et al. (2002), the mock problem formulated by R.B. Johnson et al. had only
17 generators but 25,755 variables, including 2,856 integer variables and 48,939 constraints. Tackling such a problem effectively and finding the optimal solution would
have been inconceivable without the continued improvement of integer programming
techniques. Though this paper is not concerned with the theory of finding the optimal, practical solution for an independent grid operator and not even concerned
with certain formalities and details of the power industry it seeks to understand, it is
infinitely indebted to the research that makes such a large scale, complex analysis to
be possible.
Salam (2007) describes the methods used to solve the UCM problem within a
reasonable time frame. Dynamic programming is flexible as it solves the problem
recursively hour by hour, but cannot handle high dimensionality and thus must break
into small subproblems, leading to possible sub-optimal results. Later research such
as by Yan and Stern (2002) explore Lagrangian relaxation can handle large scale
problems with reasonable flexibility, but due to the non-convexity caused by discrete
variables, there is a duality gap and the dual solution rarely satisfies the constraints,
meaning only near-optimal solutions may be found.
The method used in this research is to approach the problem as a mixed integer
problem (MIP) with continuous objective and constraint functions and integer decision variables. This problem can then be solved using established numerical methods
developed for MIP’s.

4.3

Data for the Base Case

To run meaningful simulations, the data sets must reasonably represent the wind
power generated, the generator parameters, and the electricity demand aggregated
on the country level. Such data is not publically available and so this section will
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explain the derivation of the data sets and parameters used in the simulation.

4.3.1

Generator Parameters

The list of generators and their capacities are based on the composition of installed
generation capacity by fuel type in China. This composition is illustrated in Figure 4.1.2 Note that there is very little solar, geothermal, or biomass power in China,
and so these fuel types were not considered in this simulation. The following sections
explain the derivation of the generator parameters for coal, natural gas, nuclear,
hydro, and wind.

Figure 4.1: The composition of installed generator capacity by fuel type, with coal
the most striking component.

Coal
There is no comprehensive list of coal units available for the country, as there are many
coal units of varying sizes. Datong Corporation, one of the major power generation
2

Data from Wang et al. (2010).
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holding companies in China, breaks down the proportion of its coal units by generating
capacity into three categories: large (600 MW or more), medium (300 MW), and small
(200 MW and below). The composition of Datong Corporation’s plants in 2008 is
used as a proxy for the proportions of all coal plants in the country by size, resulting in
a list of 1541 units that fall in those three categories. The table below illustrates this
process.3 Assuming that the technology in the two countries is roughly comparable,
the other technical parameters of the generators are taken from the closest generator
by capacity listed in the PJM generator list.
Table 4.2: Derivation of Total Coal Units
Percent of Units Number of Units
Large
600 MW 42.5
655
Medium 300 MW 34.5
532
Small
100 MW 23.0
355
Sum
100
1542

Nuclear
Since there are so few nuclear units in the country, there are complete lists of available nuclear generating units with capacities which were checked for accuracy. The
technology behind the generators is assumed to be similar in China to those in the
United States, and so the parameters for PJM’s thermal units are adopted for the
Chinese ones. The complete list can be found with the rest of the generators in the
appendix.

Natural Gas
Natural gas units do not get much press in China and so there is little reliable data.
However, the list of generators under construction as reported by Ni (2007), a re3

Data from Datang Corporation (2010).
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searcher from the Institute of Energy Economics in Japan, all had the same capacity
and so this thesis assumes that all the units in China have the same capacity except
for one. The share of natural gas in the generation mix is so small that is should not
affect the simulation. Similar to coal, the other parameters were derived by comparing
them to generators of similar capacity in the PJM listings.

Hydroelectric
The source Hydrochina (2003) is a map published in 2003 detailing the hydrological
plans of China, labeling the locations, capacities, and yearly output of hydroelectric
dams in the whole nation, whether they already exist, are under construction, or are
proposed.4 This study explicitly includes the 66 hydroelectric generators that were
either existing or under construction as there are five years between the time of the
map and the base year. It does not include the majority of dams labeled on the map
that were only proposed. Unfortunately this set is short in total installed hydropower
capacity in China in 2008, and as no reasonable way of making up this difference was
found, the data on the map is taken as is.
Hydroelectric dams have no minimum capacity, ramping, or minimum on and off
time constraints, and so the corresponding parameters cmin , cup , cdown , con , cof f are set
to trivial values.

Wind
For wind, it is not so much the number of wind farms that is important but the
volatility generated in aggregate. Thus, wind is listed as a single generator whose
output is the total wind power generated in the country. The details of how the wind
power generated by hour is constructed is discussed under Section 4.4.
Like hydro power, wind power is also not subject to minimum capacity, ramp4

The map is reproduced with a table in Figure A.1.
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ing, or minimum on and off time constraints, and so the corresponding parameters
cmin , cup , cdown , con , cof f are also set to trivial values.

Pumped Storage
Pumped storage is a closed system and thus its output is completely determined by
the RTO. Therefore, its behavior is governed by policies rather than nature. Here,
pumped storage stores excess wind power and discharges power to make up for wind
shortfalls. As, like hydropower, it is essentially costless to operate, this model simplifies pumped storage to one generator encompassing all the pumped storage capacity
in China.

4.4

Deriving Power from Renewable Resources

This section goes into further detail on how this thesis generates the power outputs
for the renewable resources wind and hydro.

Wind Power
To understand the derivation, there needs to be some background in how wind speed
translates to wind power in a wind turbine. Wind turbines take the energy in wind
speed and use it to generate electricity; the effectiveness it does so is determined by
several physical features of the turbine, and the power generated by a wind turbine
Pt at time t boils down to a nice explicit equation as follows
Pt = 0.5Advt3

The power generated by the wind in Watts Pt at time t is a function of the swept
area of the turbine blade A, the air density in kilograms per meter cubed d, and the
wind velocity at time t in meters per second vt . If the swept area and air density are
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assumed constant for a wind farm already in existence, then the power formula boils
down to:

Pt = cvt3

where c is simply a constant. Similarly, if there are I turbines each with a power
conversion constant ci together making up a single wind farm, and assuming every
turbine experiences the same wind velocity vt at every time t without affecting the
wind speed of its neighbors, then the power generated by a wind farm Ptf arm is
approximately

Ptf arm =

n
X

ci vt3

i=1
n
X

=

vt3

=

i=1
f arm 3
C
vt

ci

where C f arm is a constant.
The reported capacity of a wind farm is actually its nominal capacity, or the
amount of power generated by the farm in a hypothetical environment of some constant wind speed, usually 12 meters per second. Therefore it is a simple matter to
derive C f arm for any wind farm with a stated nominal capacity by replacing vt3 with
a nominal wind speed of 12 meters per second.
China Wind Power Center has a comprehensive list of all wind farms up to 2007
with their capacities and province that corresponded with the data in Xia and Song
(2009) that can be used to derive the power generating constant for each wind farm.
Weather Underground, which contains hour-by-hour historical data on weather conditions such as wind velocity of cities around the globe, provides a means to calculate
the power generated by hour, assuming that the wind is constant over that hour.
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Because of lack of data it was necessary to assume that the wind velocity throughout
a province was roughly the same and model the wind power generated in China as a
system of provincial wind farms. If there was not hour-by-hour data for any province
containing a wind farm, the closest city with a complete data set would be used. Each
province’s power output would only need to be summed up to derive an hour-by-hour
time series of wind power generation in the country. This methodology assumes that
all installed capacity is connected and accepted by the grid.
As there was a significant increase in the installed wind capacity from 2007 to
2008, the base year, and there is no comprehensive wind farm data available for
2008, the time series was appropriately scaled according the growth in installed wind
capacity. In 2007 there were around 6,469 wind turbines in China making up 5.9
gigawatts of installed wind capacity; scaled up to the 12.2 gigawatts of capacity in
2008 would make about 13360 wind turbines represented by the wind power output
used in this model.

Figure 4.2: The graph of wind power generated in China (left) and PJM (right) in
Jan 2008, hour by hour. A month is illustrated instead of the full year for clarity.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the results of this construction in comparison with the PJM
wind data. The Chinese construction does not behave quite the same way at the PJM
wind data in that it shows more spikes and less consistent variation; this is because the
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construction methodology weights the provinces with more wind generator capacity
more, producing a smoother time series. In PJM, wind is produced with a more
diversified portfolio of wind farms, reducing the volatility to more of a white noise.

Hydro Power

Figure 4.3: A histogram showing the distribution of capacity used in the dams, most
notably that many dams produce very little electricity compared to the capability of
the generator.

This thesis considers hydro power severely constrained, so it is not allowed to vary
in the UCM simulation. It only varies in response to wind as a regulator as modeled in
Chapter 3 discussing the dynamic program. Figure 4.3 shows just how much the dams
in China are constrained.5 The percentage shows how much of the full theoretical
generating capacity is actually utilized according to yearly output estimates. The
number of dams that produced less than half of what their nominal capacities imply
is possible is astonishing.
As the focus of this thesis is to look at the change in hydropower due to wind
regulation which is captured in more detail during the ADP runs, the exact output
5

Detailed listing of dams and output data can be found in the appendix, Table A.4.
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of hydropower is irrelevant and so all hydroelectric generators arbitrarily generate
electricity at half capacity for the duration of the runs.

4.5

Demand Profile

China’s electricity demand profile is similar in shape to that of the United States,
showing less usage late at night and peaking in the middle of the day, especially
in the summer when electricity-powered air conditioning is at its greatest demand.
However, due to the higher proportion of electricity used by the relatively constant
industrial sector, China’s demand profile is significantly flatter than in the United
States (Williams et al., 2010). See Figure 4.4 for a graphical comparison.6

Figure 4.4: A bar graph comparing electricity demand in the US and China, note
how much more of China’s electricity demand comes from the industrial sector.

To construct a data set more reflective of China’s demand profile, the forecasted
and observed electricity demands were broken into a constant industrial component
and variable commercial and residential component, then rescaled relative to each
other to reflect a flatter load profile due to the greater proportion of demand from
the industrial sector in China. First the total observed demand over 2008 in PJM
as posted on their website is summed. Thirty-eight percent of that is set as the
6

China data from Williams et al. (2010). US data from the Energy Information Administration.
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energy demanded by the industrial sector over the whole year and, assuming constant
continuous demand from the industrial sector, equally divided over all the hours of
2008. That is subtracted from the daily load data to derive the ‘variable’ demand.
Each component was then recombined with weight reflecting China’s demand profile,
giving a flatter demand curve as in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Comparing the flattened load curves of China to PJM for Jan 1 with China
scaled down (left) and then comparing the predicted and realized demand for China
on Jan 1 (right), noting that there is a difference between realized and predicted.

The process is repeated for forecasted demands, also necessary in the simulation.
As can be seen on the right of Figure 4.5, the forecasted demands are close to but
not exactly the same as the realized, which would also need to be adjusted to in the
real time dispatch.
With all these parameters calibrated to publicly known data about the Chinese
power grid in 2008 as above, the UCM is ready to test the effectiveness of the dynamic
program, as in the next chapter, Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Model and Simulation Results
The overarching goal of regulating wind power is to stabilize it enough to be safely
integrated into the grid, and it is desirable to integrate wind energy into the grid
because wind energy would essentially give free power: free in having practically-zero
costs in carbon emissions as well as in fuel cost. For China especially that would be
an asset as it is a huge developing country seeking sustainable energy independence
with the physical and financial resources to invest in wind power.
With that in mind it is time to examine the results of implementing the regulating
policy, and see whether these benefits can actually outweigh the costs of regulating
wind power with hydro power.

5.1

The Features of Regulation

The dynamic program chose to scale down any observed deviation from the expected
value, the magnitude of the correction determined by the utility function, weighing
being conservative with hydro and regulating wind against each other.
Before putting the adjusted wind power into the UCM for testing there are some
metrics and evaluations that can be done on the resulting sample paths, namely the
degree of fluctuation in the hydro reservoir and the adjusted wind. Figure 5.1 shows
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the distribution of the deviations from the expected wind power from the adjusted
wind and the degree of hydropower adjustment as it varies with the strength of the
hydro penalty cwater (the demand penalty caverage is held constant at 1 throughout
these runs so that there is incentive to correct to the expectation). These results are
also recorded in the appendix, Section A.1.
Indeed, there is a direct relationship between the regulated wind’s deviation from
the expected wind power and the hydro penalty, as less weight on meeting expectations would naturally lead to greater fluctuations in the regulated wind. Conversely,
there is an inverse relationship between magnitude of hydro power adjustment and
the hydro penalty, as the penalty makes hydro power adjustments less desirable.

Figure 5.1: Illustrates how the tails are distributed for the deviation from expected
wind power (left) and greatest use of hydro power (right) over the year with seasonal
adjustments to expectations. Deviation from wind power grows with the hydro power
penalty while hydro power adjustment shrinks. The pink bands show 5 percent of
the capacity of the Three Gorges Dam.

The pink bands mark 5 percent of the installed capacity of the Three Gorges Dam.
Assuming that is the maximum level of risk in hydro deviation the hydro operator is
willing to tolerate, and also that a 95th-percentile of the largest hydro adjustment is
controlled instead of the absolute largest, a hydro penalty of 3.5 or more is acceptable
as that is when the 2.5- and 97.5-percentile lines fall into the tolerable range. Taking
percentiles is ideal for this data as there are extreme values due to the nature of
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wind; the absolute largest deviation from expected wind power and absolute smallest
deviation from target hydro power both shoot off the graph.
On the other side, wind generators may not be allowed to even be online because of
their volatility, and if considering regulation as a way of bringing the volatility under
control than the wind operator would want a low hydro penalty to stabilize its power
output enough to sell to the grid. The green lines mark the 5-percent confidence
interval, which the wind output would only exceed 5 percent of the time, so as the
bands move wider apart, it indicates higher volatility. It is clear that volatility is much
reduced by hedging through regulation, but gets less effective quite fast as the hydro
penalty increases. The span of the interval jumps to over 2000 MW just applying a
small penalty of 0.5 and then jumps to over 3000 MW when the hydro penalty is set
to 1. After around cwater = 2 the volatility does not increase so fast, as with a high
enough hydro penalty the behavior of the ADP approaches the unregulated case.
Considering both sides and looking at the demand deviations for hydro penalties
of 3.5 or more, it is clear that setting a hydro penalty as low as possible at 3.5 is most
desirable, which gives a 5 percent confidence interval for the deviation of wind power
from the expected value of [−1522.3, 3225.7] in megawatts.
The implications of the deviation from the expected value of wind power is not
obvious, and so this can be translated to two other metrics, the spinning reserves
required and the capacity utilization. Spinning reserves act like capital to cover
value at risk, and are generators that are running but not providing power to the
grid, so that in the case of a sudden inability to meet the load, they can quickly
hook up and ramp up to make up the deficit. Just as having to put capital on
reserve incurs opportunity cost and is undesirable, the generators put on reserve are
usually coal plants running under capacity, consuming fuel and emitting CO2 . If wind
power becomes a large part of the generating portfolio, value at risk increase as wind
frequently fails to blow when expected, therefore more spinning reserves would be
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required. The rough back-of-the-envelope calculation here assumes that the value at
risk for the grid is set at about 95 percent of shortfalls, and so the 95th-percentile of
the largest shortfall from the expected value of wind is used to give a rough estimate
of how much additional spinning reserve capacity would have been needed for that
run.
Capacity utilization is the concept of how much of the generator’s nominal capacity
is actually in use, which is measured with the capacity factor, a simple fraction of
number of kilowatt-hours produced over the nominal capacity times the number of
hours in the run. Here, the extreme case where wind power over the expected value
would not be used is assumed; one of the major issues with wind is wasting it when
it blows too hard. This would not be a reflection of the true capacity factor since in
reality, an RTO would ramp down other generators to take advantage of free energy.
Typically wind generators have horrendous capacity factors compared to other fuel
types as the wind does not blow consistently; wind usually falls in the 20 to 40 percent
range, hydro 30 to 80 percent, and thermal 70 to 90 percent. If wind was regulated
the capacity factor of the adjusted may improve.
From Figure 5.2, it is clear that as expected, the theoretical spinning reserves
increase when regulation is not allowed to occur, specifically when the hydro penalty
increases. This is because the shortfalls become greater. If 3.5 is the desired hydro
penalty, as from before, then 1279 MW of spinning reserves is required; that is about
the size of two large coal plants of 600 MW each.
Also illustrated is a decrease in the capacity factor as regulation decreases and
the hydro penalty increases. This shows that more wind power potential could be
wasted with less regulation in place. The capacity factors calculated here are all well
below the range given above: again this is because the capacity factor here calculated
without a full simulator is only a measure of the amount of overage and the possible
waste that can come from it.
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Figure 5.2: Shows how the spinning reserve (left) and capacity factor (right) vary with
the hydro power penalty. It is shown against a curve representing the 95th-percentile
of the largest magnitude of hydro power deviation, to keep in perspective the costs.
The pink bands show 5 percent of the capacity of the Three Gorges Dam.

5.2

Regulation in the Grid

To more accurately illustrate the effects of regulating wind power for purposes of
incorporating it into the grid, the resulting adjusted wind output is run through
the UCM to see if it indeed improves the costs and CO2 emissions of the system
throughout the run. Keep in mind throughout this section that the dynamic program
does not explicitly consider the whole power system nor does it consider costs; any
savings in the system simply show the potential of wind power if it was more controlled
to motivate further research.
The parameters tested are the hydro penalty in the 2008 case assuming about 6470
wind turbines, the hydro penalty assuming 19410 wind turbines, and the number of
wind turbines assuming a constant utility function. The regulation penalty is held
constant at 1 as the relative strength of the two penalties is what affects the utility
preferences, and so varying both would be unnecessary. The 19410 turbine case is
chosen because that is three times the 2008 installed wind capacity and there is a
“conservative” projection to have 40 gigawatts of installed wind capacity in China
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by 2020, which is just over three times the wind capacity in 2008 (Li et al., pg. 52).
Due to run time limitations each case was run over both a calm and windy season for
50 days each. Figure 5.3 shows the resulting change in CO2 emissions and fuel costs,
averaged by day.

Figure 5.3: Shows how the costs vary with the hydro penalty in the 6470 turbine case
(left) and in the 19410 turbine case (middle). Notice how the upward trend in CO2
emissions and fuel costs becomes much smoother with greater wind penetration. Also
shown is how costs varies with wind penetration (right), which illustrates a decreasing
effectiveness in reducing costs when increasing wind power.

The first two graphs show how costs vary directly with an increasing hydro penalty
in the 2008 case and in the hypothetical increased wind case. One has to take note
of the scale on the graph: it is arguable whether the 362,000 kg of CO2 saved per
day difference pictured is worth the trouble. Comparing unrestricted regulation to
no regulation at all (which is not on the graph since caverage = 1), there is a 3.08
hundredths of a percent decrease in CO2 emissions, equaling 632,000 kg of CO2 or
1,990 MW of coal generation saved. In terms of fuel costs the system would save 2.30
hundredths of a percent, which is still 27,400 dollars a day, or nearly 10 million dollars
a year. If considering the savings for the case when the hydro penalty parameter is
calibrated to keep deviations in hydro generator output within 5 percent of the total
nominal generation, where cwater = 3.5, then there are 401,000 kg of CO2 savings
per day, about 1.94 hundredths of a percent reduction. In addition, the system saves
15,300 dollars per day in fuel costs with just constrained regulation as compared to
no regulation. Over a year that would be 5.56 million dollars in realized savings.
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The relationship is stronger with 19410 turbines as is shown by the smoother
and steeper curve of the middle graph depicting the increased wind case. There, the
portfolio saves about 2.91 tenths of a percent of CO2 between the hydro penalty of 5
to 0 amounting to 5.9 million kg of CO2 per day. That is equivalent to saving 18,600
MW of coal-powered generation everyday, which is more than three times the savings
in the 6470 turbine case. Thus, the benefits of regulation increase much more than
proportionally when wind is a larger proportion of the generator portfolio.
Another reason to encourage wind penetration is because of the decreasing trend
seen in the right graph with increasing wind. Here, the hydro penalty is set at 3.5,
the level determined in Section 5.1 to be acceptable. As one would think, increasing
the availability of free, clean power does decrease both fuel costs and CO2 emissions.
In 2008, there were 6470 turbines making up 12,200 MW of wind capacity, about
1.54 percent of all generating capacity. Doubling the wind capacity from the 2008
level, increasing the share of wind capacity in the generation portfolio to 3.03 percent,
would decrease CO2 emissions by 12.4 million kg and fuel costs by 874,000 dollars
per day. Tripling wind power, making wind capacity 4.42 percent of total generating
capacity, brings those numbers to 22.7 million kg of CO2 emissions and 1.68 million
dollars saved.
However, notice that the trend flattens out as wind increases; tripling wind power
does not increase savings by 50 percent. This shows how the cost-reducing benefits
of wind power decrease as its share of the generation portfolio increases. This is most
likely because the volatility in wind that still comes through with a 3.5 hydro penalty
results in more and more wasted power and more and more inefficiency. While the
savings show decreasing economies of scale, the toll on hydro power does not and
remains proportional to the wind capacity. This means that the trade off between
savings and volatility in hydro become more and more unbalanced with increased wind
capacity and suggests that there is an optimal portfolio of generators with respect to
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the share of wind power.

Figure 5.4: Graphs the electricity output of every generator in China by fuel type
over one week with 19410 turbines, in both weeks of wind overage (left) and wind
shortfall (right). Notice how the green line representing the coal output under no
regulation changes when there is regulation in both cases.

Closer examination of the generator outputs in contrasting cases shows why more
regulation leads to more wind usage and less costs. Figure 5.4 shows how volatility
affects the output of coal generators. The green line shows what generator output
is under no regulation, overlayed on top of the generator output with full regulation
on wind power. Note that any changes in coal output were small, even in the 19410
turbine case pictured.
With less regulation, there will be shortfalls and overages in wind power due to
uncertainty. Since wind power spikes, the expected wind is pulled up and there tends
to be more wind shortages than overages, so in the case of unregulated wind, coal
ramps up more often than it ramps down. In the left graph, a week with relatively
high wind power, coal ramps down to take advantage of the greater than expected
free energy; however, ramp down rates are constrained for coal and it cannot fully
adjust to the spike, thus the power generated goes over demand and the excess wind
power curtailed. In the right graph, a week of relatively low wind power, the coal
plants ramp up successfully to make up for the short fall without resorting to the
expensive natural gas plants. Shortfalls are in general not as dramatic as the spikes
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and easier to adjust to.

Figure 5.5: This shows only the hydro and wind generator outputs from Figure 5.4,
the cases of wind overage (left) and short fall (right). The blue line shows the change
in coal output from the no regulation case; note how it is obviously correlated with
wind output in being mostly negative in the event of wind shortfall, indicating less
coal usage, and vice-versa in a wind overage.

To clarify the picture in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 shows the same sample path but
only with the wind and hydro generator output pictured. In addition, there is a blue
line indicating the change in coal output, the difference between the full regulation
output and the no regulation output, so a negative value indicates where coal generated less power under regulation, while a positive value is where coal generated
more power. The left graph shows a clear correlation between spikes in wind power
and higher coal generator output, while the right graph shows the clear correlation
between wind shortfalls and less coal generation if regulated.
The NDRC states that in 2011 the installed on-grid wind capacity will increase by
45 percent and electricity generation by 8 percent (National Development and Reform
Commission, 2011). Acknowledging that the data in this report reflects the 2008
generation mix rather than 2011, it is nonetheless interesting to see how regulation
changes projections of future emissions. According to the UCM simulator, just a
45 percent increase in wind will decrease CO2 emissions by 0.343 percent under full
regulation, and by 0.307 percent under constrained regulation. A quick back-of-the
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envelope calculation that increased the total CO2 emitted by multiplying it by 1.08,
reflecting an 8 percent increase in electricity generated, turns the decrease in CO2 to
increase, 7.63 percent in the fully regulated case and 7.67 percent in the constrained
case.

5.3

Deterministic Case

Throughout this thesis wind is assumed to be stochastic and completely unknown
to the operator at the time of the scheduling decision. This is not entirely realistic.
There are wind forecasting mechanisms available for a price, the question is whether
it is worth it.

Figure 5.6: Compares the deterministic with the change in hydro penalty (right),
deterministic with the accumulated hydro penalty (middle) and the stochastic (left)
runs on the same sample path with the hydro penalty set at 3.5. Notice that there is
strikingly different behavior in the two different deterministic cases.

As a pet study, Figure 5.6 shows the wind and hydro behavior in the deterministic
case with different utility functions compared to the stochastic case. The stochastic
case behaves the same regardless of which utility function is used, and so only one is
pictured. There is an obvious difference between the behavior of the wind regulating
system in the deterministic case. The one in the middle of Figure 5.6 where the
penalty is on the accumulated deviation in hydro behaves like the stochastic case
pictured, a more passive and responsive regulating behavior.
However, in the deterministic setting, there is different behavior when using a
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utility function penalizing change in hydro generation versus the total deviation in
hydro generation. That way, small incremental changes cost much less than one large
change of the same total magnitude. As seen in the right-most graph of Figure 5.6,
there is ramping up and ramping down in anticipation of foreseen spikes and drops in
wind, which results in larger accumulated change in hydro output and less deviation
from the expected wind.
But what does all this mean to the policy maker? Chapter 6 will elaborate on the
conclusions that can be made from these results.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The results show how optimization under uncertainty leads to easily implemented,
well-informed, quantifiable, straightforward policies to govern decisions to regulate
wind even under constraints. By modeling both the hydro power decision making
processes and the generator scheduling and dispatch properly in terms of the flow
and availability of information, this thesis further shows how these decisions will
influence costs in a realistic model that more closely reflects the behavior of the
system’s generation portfolio in different preferences and scenarios. Only with such
models can wind regulation be properly valued for the country, the market, and
society.

6.1

Policy Determination

This thesis proposes a wind regulating scheme in China using the large amount of
existing hydro power, such as the Three Gorges Dam, as opposed to incurring the cost
of building additional pumped storage. The specific policy that would be suitable for
Chinese policymakers would depend on preferences and the actual level of flexibility
the grid operator has in changing the output of hydro power, and the results show
that the utility function can be calibrated to reflect those decisions.
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With more flexibility hydro power would fluctuate wildly to match changes in the
wind, but show better utilization of resources. This is seen in the mock capacity factor
metric as well as less additional spinning reserves, calculated by the 95-percentile
shortfall in wind power. With less flexibility, the hydro operator does not need to
sacrifice as much stability in the hydro power output, but at the price of having to
increase spinning reserves much more and wasting the opportunity to exploit a free
resource.
Based on the background presented in Chapter 1, it a safe guess that hydro is
severely constrained in China because huge dams like the Three Gorges function
primarily to regulate water flow in times of drought and torrential rainfall. Even so,
it is not unreasonable to assume that a 5 percent of nominal capacity deviation from
the target output could be negotiated with the hydro operator, which would still
give just under a gigawatt of adjustment ability. A similarly sized pumped storage
facility, using the 1,000 dollars per kilowatt estimate, would cost 1 billion dollars to
build. If more hydro generators are used for hydro generation, then the adjustment
capabilities and saved investment would be even greater.
Under that restriction, and with the appropriately calibrated hydro penalty, the
operator can expect to see 401,000 kg of savings in CO2 emissions and 15,300 dollars in
fuel costs per day compared to the no regulation case. This translates to cutting back
on 1,250 MWh of coal generation per day and saving 5.56 million dollars per year.
The affect on overall costs is relatively small, only to the hundredths of a percent,
but keep in mind that these come at no additional facility or building costs assuming
power transmission is not an issue. If a pumped hydro storage was built instead for
regulation, than it would take 43 years of constant returns of 5.56 million to pay off
the investment, discounted by the 6.06 percent lending rate in China; using hydro
regulation, returns would be realized from day one. As such, it would be worthwhile
for a policymaker to consider regulation as a valid, immediate strategy to operate the
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power generation system more efficiently and fully take advantage of the benefits of
China’s wealth in renewable resources.
Despite the political realities of operating hydro generators, it is still interesting
to consider a case with little or no constraints governing hydro behavior, just to see
the potential of wind regulation. In this case, 97.5 percent of the time about 4,000
MW of hydro power would need to be scaled back, which is roughly a quarter of the
nominal capacity of the Three Gorges Dam: the largest scale down would go beyond
the Three Gorges and require additional regulating hydro generators. However, with
unrestricted regulation capabilities, the savings do increase: 632,00 kg of CO2 are
saved per day compared to 401,000 in the constrained case, which is another 7,400
MWh of coal, more than 50 percent more than the constrained case. Fuel costs
drop to 20,100 dollars a day, or 7.32 million a year, which takes five years less than
the constrained case to pay off. The cost of full regulation is quite high: the hydro
generator has to be flexible enough to make up all the difference between the actual
and expected hydro, and since the savings are still rather minuscule, full regulation
does not seem worth it. Further valuation of the exact cost incurred by using hydro
power would be needed to be more decisive in this matter.
What matters more in decreasing costs is increasing wind penetration in the generator portfolio. Doubling wind capacity leads to 12.4 million kg of CO2 emissions
saved per day even under constraints, about 30 times more than in the constrained
case with only 2008 wind capacity. The reason is obvious: increasing the amount of
available free energy would decrease costs. But the savings show decreasing economies
of scale because of the wind power wasted from volatility. Depending on the risk tolerance for volatility of the system and the importance of using renewable energy to
policy makers, these decreasing economies of scale would limit the extent that wind
power should be allowed to saturate the generation portfolio.
The simulations show that to the best of public knowledge, regulation proves to
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be an easy way to use existing facilities to better take advantage of the available
free wind energy without the start up costs of building new electricity storage in the
context of China’s power generation system.

6.2

Forecasting

To assess the value of knowledge of future wind power, this thesis compares wind
and hydro generator behavior on the same sample paths of the usual, knowledge-less
stochastic to the full-knowledge, deterministic case. There is definitely a noticeable
difference in behavior in the deterministic case depending on how the utility function
is formulated, which leads to different conclusions on the effectiveness of forecasting.
As described in Chapter 3, the utility function presented in this thesis puts a
penalty on the period-to-period change in hydro, not on the total accumulated change
in hydro generator output. This did not obviously influence the decisions and behavior of the operator when the future is uncertain, but it does manifest itself in the
deterministic case. If spikes in wind are foreseen, then the hydro operator will preemptively ramp down hydro in stages so as not to force a sudden large change in
hydro output when the spike occurs. On the other hand, this also leads to larger
overall changes in hydro than in the stochastic case. Thus, if it is indeed true that
there are greater costs in sudden changes in hydro power output than the overall
deviation from the target output, then it may be worthwhile to invest in forecasting.
However, if the utility function is different, namely that the overall deviation
from target hydro output is more costly than sudden change from period to period,
then the deterministic case behaves exactly as it would in the stochastic case: the
hydro operator waits until the time of a large spike before reacting to it. As such,
forecasting brings no value or additional useful knowledge to the operator, and should
not be invested in.
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6.3

Achieving National Goals

To put the savings in perspective, it is time to evaluate the effectiveness of wind
regulation in reaching China’s many development goals in energy efficiency, sustainability, and environmental conservation. The report on the Twelfth Five Year Plan
specifically aims to reduce CO2 emissions by 3.5 percent (National Development and
Reform Commission, 2011). This is an aggregate measure and would (or should) be
adjusted by industry, but for now the assumption is that the power sector will also
have to cut carbon emissions by 3.5 percent.
Back-of-the-envelope calculations with the results from the 2008 simulation show
that with the 2008 generator portfolio, constrained regulation would reduce emissions
by 1.94 hundredths of a percent, meeting 0.56 percent of the reduction goal. With no
constraints on regulation the amount of CO2 emissions saved reflects 1 percent of the
reduction goal. This seems a small amount but is significant considering that such
a change came about with no additional investment cost or industrial restructuring,
and that power generation for a whole nation is such a vast number to begin with.
The results of the run that reflected the expected 45 percent increase in wind
capacity are promising, with a 0.343 percent decrease in CO2 emissions under full
regulation, and a 0.307 percent decrease under constrained regulation. This is 9.8
percent and 8.74 percent of the 3.5 percent national goal, respectively. However, once
in the expected increase in electricity generated in factored in, CO2 emissions shoot
back up, just barely curtailed by the increase in wind capacity and even less affected
by just regulation.
It is obvious that simply regulating wind is not the magic solution to climate
change. The generator portfolio in China is such that what is really needed to reduce CO2 is simply more clean renewable energy and basic structural changes in the
economy so that it is not so coal-intensive. China has already put economic and industrial restructuring at the top of their priorities in their so called “Scientific Outlook
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on Development” (National Development and Reform Commission, 2011, pg. 1).
But never forget that even with the marginal wind power available now, regulation
can make significant improvements in the CO2 emissions of the entire system at no
additional facility cost. This proves that being “scientific” can mean more than
just upgrading old technology, it also encompasses finding smarter ways of using
that technology through tools in operations research. These tools will become more
important as wind energy’s share of China’s generation portfolio increases, making
uncertainty a bigger problem best dealt with careful operations rather than simply
building.

6.4

Future Research

The thesis only briefly touched upon forecasting and how knowledge affects dynamic
programming behavior but the results show how sensitive the behavior is to information, and it deserves further study. There are two ways that information factors into
wind regulation: one is the actual belief of what the future wind will be, and another
is what to do about the belief.
The research into improving the accuracy of the actual belief not only encompasses
climate modeling, which is a field best left to meteorologists, but the value of such
information. That would depend on a more accurate picture of the hydro operator’s
utility function (in other words, whether it is true that it is the change in hydro
generation rather than the accumulated deviation from the target hydro generation
that matters), and a way to model forecasts of various accuracies. Such a study
would offer useful insights to the extent that a volatile, nature-dependent energy
future would be stabilized given some information, and such if investing in further
research into accurate forecasts would be worth it.
But perhaps the more interesting question for operations research is what to do
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with information. This thesis took a rather naive approach to using beliefs: the
expected wind power which is used to regulated the wind is also directly fed into the
UCM simulation. However, more refined tools such as percentiles could be better
suited to the heavily skewed distribution of wind, and expectations based on the
observations of wind immediately before may offer better results.
To ensure accurate results for the Chinese policy maker, more careful modeling
of the utility function to reflect actual costs may be helpful, as well as calibrating
parameters. But even under seemingly insurmountable constraints, optimization can
still improve the operations of the power grid as wind energy brings greater challenges
to the industry.
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Appendix A
Data References
This appendix contains some data that could not fit into the main body of the thesis
but still may be interesting for the reader.

A.1

Tables of Simulation Results

The following two tables contain the results of the UCM model in both CO2 emissions
and fuel costs, for reference for Chapters 5 and 6. Table A.1 contains the runs that
show how costs vary with the hydro penalty cwater in both the 6470 turbine base
case corresponding to 2008 wind power levels, and the 19410 turbine case. Table A.2
shows how costs vary with the number of turbines online in the grid.

A.2

China Data Parameters

There were many data sources to help calibrate the model, here lists the major sources
of data used in the models of this thesis.
Wang et al. (2010) Contains much of the data detailing the generator portfolio by
fuel type in 2008 China
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Table A.1: UCM Simulations with Varied Hydro Penalty
water

c
none
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

6470 Turbines
CO2 (kg/day) Fuel Cost ($/day)
2062039.72
118890198.64
2061404.02
118862823.32
2061263.49
118847075.88
2061275.24
118851140.52
2061417.84
118860175.29
2061416.89
118862343.72
2061614.53
118871915.18
2061651.64
118863406.69
2061639.07
118874870.06
2061826.94
118874356.30
2061768.35
118874046.31
2061766.33
118882888.51

19410 Turbines
CO2 (kg/day) Fuel Cost ($/day)
2039793.38
117224095.85
2033746.04
116910319.45
2034881.80
116970885.99
2036255.65
117039849.27
2037045.25
117094650.45
2037708.91
117122537.79
2038520.93
117163676.97
2038766.68
117174919.04
2039341.52
117219206.50
2039470.92
117211855.04
2039627.65
117218954.60
2039676.73
117223943.23

Table A.2: UCM Simulations with Varied Number of Turbines
Turbines CO2 (kg/day) Fuel Cost ($/day)
6470.00
2061721.07
118867654.51
12940.00
2049344.16
117993202.96
2038973.20
117190120.97
19410.00
25880.00
2031721.18
116551262.54
32350.00
2026416.45
116148358.99
38820.00
2021679.13
115856535.30
45290.00
2017797.57
115633971.71
51760.00
2014292.86
115428046.64
58230.00
2010942.63
115249669.68
64700.00
2008305.12
115112717.57
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Ni (2007) Contains much of the natural gas generator data for China
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs DEFRA.gov.uk, lists the
CO2 emissions of generating electricity by fuel type
China Wind Power Center cwpc.com, contains detailed information on all existing wind farms in China up to 2007
Weather Underground wunderground.com, contains historical hour-by-hour wind
data for many of the large cities in China and the world.
Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland Interconnection pjm.com, contains detailed historical and predicted load data for the PJM Interconnection, which was used
as the basis for the China load data used in the model
The Titi Tudorencea Bulletin tititudorancea.com, contains the most complete
annual historical data of China’s electricity generation and consumption, even
broken down by fuel type
China.org.cn English version of the Chinese government’s website, including good
translations of reports and white papers from sessions of the National People’s
Congress, which was used to evaluate the effectiveness of wind regulation
Here is a table of the provinces and cities used to construct the wind data. Every
effort was made to make the cities as diversified as possible and reasonable.
This table and map show the locations of all the hydroelectric dams in China as
of 2003, data from Hydrochina (2003).

A.3

Code

This appendix contains the code that was used to run the ADP and UCM model with
real time dispatch.
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Table A.3: Locations of wind measurements taken for each province from Weather
Underground
Province
City Wunderground City
Lat (N) Long (E)
Beijing
Beijing
Beijing
Fujian
Pingtan
Xiamen
25.6
199.77
Gansu
Guazhou
Lanzhou
40.5
95.8
Guangdong
Nan’ao
Shantou
23.45
117.1
Hainan
Dongfang
Haikou
19.1
108.62
Hebei
Weichang
Tianjin
42.58
117.67
Heilongjiang
Yichun
Harbin
46.78
128.99
Henan
Shanxian
Zhengzhou
34.75
15.42
Hongkong Hongkong
Hong Kong
22.25
114.17
Hubei
Tongshan
Wuhan
30
114.75
Inner Mongolia
Abag Qi
Hohhot
43.52
116.05
Jiangsu
Rudong
Shanghai (Hongqiao)
32.45
121.1
Jilin
Tongyu
Shenyang (Liaoning)
44.6
122.75
Liaoning Xingcheng
Dalian
40.36
120.53
Ningxia
Lingwu
Yinchuan
37.89
106.63
Shandong Rongcheng
Qingdao
37.02
121.97
Shanghai
Nanhui
Shanghai (Hongqiao)
30.88
121.77
Shanxi
Pinglu
Taiyuan
39.72
112.02
Xinjiang
Turpan
Urumqi Diwopu
43.07
88.7
Zhejiang
Cangnan
Hangzhou
27.57
120.57
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Table A.4: Data for Hydroelectric Dams in China
Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Name Capacity (MW)
Xiao Lan Ding
1800
Wan Jia Sai
1080
Qing Dou Ming
324
Da Xia
324.5
Yan Huo Xia
446
Liu Jia Xia
1690
Xin Jia Xia
2000
Xin An Jiang
562.5
Ju Shui Tan
300
Shui Kou
1400
Sha Man Kou
300
Mian Hua Tan
600
Zhe Lin
420
Dong Jiang
500
Dan Jiang Kou
900
Huang Long Tan
490
An Kang
952.5
Ge Zhou Ji
2715
Qing He Yan
1200
Jiang Xi
300
Wu Qiang Xi
1200
Zi Xi
547.5
Dong Feng
510
TianSheng Qiao (2)
1320
Tian Sheng Qiao (1)
1200
Lu Bu Ge
600
Yan Kou
300
Bao Zhu Si
700
Da Zhao Shan
1350
Yan Tan
1810
Wan An
500
Xin Feng Jiang
302.5
San Men Xia
400
Long Yang Xia
1260
Tong Yan Zi
600
Gong Ju
700
Er Tan
3300
Da Hua
600
Man Wan
1605
Lan Hua
550
Feng Man
1004
Bai Shan
1500
Yun Feng
400
Yi Yuan
390
Shui Feng
630
Gong Po Xia
1500
Pu Bu Gou
3300
Huo Tang
350
Zi Yang Pu
760
Hong Jia Xi
600
Hao Feng gong
800
Wu Jiang Gu
1250
Gou Pi Tan
3000
Jiang Kou
300
Ping Ban
405
Lian Tan
600
San Ban Xi
1000
Feng Tan
800
Shui Bu Xi
1600
Three Gorges
18200
Three Gorges Underground
4200
Tan Keng
600
Xiao Wan
4200
Bai Se
540
Kong Zi Du
350
Long Dian
5400
Ma Lu Tan
420
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Yearly Output (100’s of GWh)
68.5
27.5
13.7
15.9
22.4
60.5
60.5
18.5
4.9
49.5
9.6
15.3
6.9
12.3
33.8
10.3
28.6
159
32.2
7.6
58.6
21.5
23.1
8.2
51.5
29.5
14.6
22.8
64.08
76.6
16.1
11.7
12
59.4
32.7
45.2
98.8
30.3
78.5
8
20.3
20
17.5
12
41.3
51.4
145.4
22.7
34.2
15.6
20.1
45.6
96.7
10.9
16
35
24.3
26.6
39.2
862
37
10.2
195.4
17
9.8
187.1
19.2

Status (2003)
Running
Running
Almost Complete
Running
Running
Almost Complete
Almost Complete
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Almost Complete
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction
Under Construction

Hydroelectric Damas in China 2003
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Figure A.1: Map of the Hydroelectric Dams in China, data from Figure A.4.

dp2.m by author, MatLab function to perform the dynamic programming to make
regulating decisions
simWH.m by author, MatLab function to simulate the resulting regulated windpower
RealtimeSim.java modified by author, originally by Ahsan Barkatullah ‘12, function to read in the data and parameters and call the MIP solver
MIPSparse.java by Professor Simao, initializes and solves the MIP problem of the
UCM
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A.3.1

dp2.m

function X = dp2(days, P, caverage, cwater, wind, decisions, target)
%uses dynamic programming to determine the best policy for regulating wind
%power with hydro power.

%read in
%

1x1

days = number of days to do dp for

%

jxj

P = probability matrix

%

1x1

cmooth = positive scalar that increases the importance of smoothing

%

1x1

cwater = positive scalar that increases the importance of maintaining

%

steady water levels

%

1xj

wstates = vector listing the range of wind power states possible

%

1xi

states = vector listing the range of decisions possible

%

1x24 target = target wind output values every hour of the day

%output
%

1xi X = hydro output decision (MW) for any given discretized dW

%

j = number of possible states for wind power

%

i = number of possible decisions

%choices and states
wRange = wind;
xhat = decisions;

if caverage == 0 && cwater == 0
xhat

= zeros(1,length(decisions));

end

i = length(xhat);
j = length(wRange);

d = days;
T = 24*d;

xmat = repmat(xhat’,1,j);
wmat = repmat(wRange,i,1);

repTar = repmat(target,d,1);

%initialize variables and matrices
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Rmat = zeros(i,j); %reservoir state
Rw = zeros(1,j);
Rx = zeros(1,j);%reservoir state for given observation of change in wind
u = zeros(i,j); %utility
V = zeros(i,j); %value matrix
v = zeros(i,1); %value vector
average = zeros(i,j); %utility from meeting average
water = zeros(i,j); %utility from using water from dam
Vx = zeros(1,j); %value fcts maximized over x
xI = zeros(1,j); %index of maximum value of x

%making the loop

%storing decision
x = zeros(T,i);

int = decisions(2)-decisions(1);

for k = 0:T-1

t = T-k;

%calculate utility values
tmat = repmat(repTar(t),i,j);
dmat = wmat - tmat;
average = -caverage.*(dmat+xmat).^2;
water = -cwater.*(Rmat-xmat).^2;
u = average + water;
V = u + V/1.05;

%max over x
origin = round(length(xhat)/2);
[Vx xI] = max(V);
idx = sub2ind(size(V),xI,1:j);
choice = xmat(idx);

%save x
lshift = round((wmat(1,1) - tmat(1,1))/int) + origin;
x(t,lshift:lshift+length(choice)-1) = choice’;
if t>1
x(t-1,:) = x(t,:);
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else
end

Rx = choice;

%take expectation over omega, update states
v = (P*Vx’)’;
V = repmat(v,i,1);
Rw = (P*Rx’)’;
Rmat = repmat(Rw,i,1);

end

X = x;

A.3.2

simWH.m

function [simW, raw, R] = simdp(days, it, choice, int, target, wind, shift)
%simulates with actual data a given policy.

Note that this code takes

%advantage of the fact that the regulating policies are of the form x =
%a*(W-L), in other words a percentage of the observed deviation from the
%target, and thus makes decisions by calculating the slope instaad of by
%lookup table.

%read in
%

1x1 days = number of days to do simulate

%

1x1 it = number of iterations (sample paths)

%

1xi choice = policy of hydro adj decisions for any given dW

%

1x1 int = the length of the interval between states

%

1x24 target = the target wind power

%

1x24 shift = integer, the index shift to make the min be indexed at one

%output
%‘

d*24xj simW = j sample paths of adjusted wind from simulation (by

%
%

column)
d*24xj raw = j sample paths of actual wind from original data set (by

%
%

column)
d*24xj R = j sample paths of state of reservoir

%----------Sim
d = days;
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T = d*24;
m = it;

%initialize storage variables
raw = zeros(T,m);
simW = zeros(T,m);
R = zeros(T,m);
piW = choice;

inth = int;

mat = repmat(target,1,d);
windts = wind;

%for every iteration
for j = 1:m
data = windts(T*(j-1)+1:T*(j));
raw(:,j) = data(1:end);
rPrev = 0;

for i = 1:T
%determine state
h = raw(i,j) - mat(i);

m = (piW(end) - piW(1))/(length(piW)*inth);
y = (h)*m;

R(i,j) = y;
rPrev = R(i,j);
simW(i,j) = raw(i,j)+R(i,j);
end
end

A.3.3

RealtimeSim.java

/**
* Title: RealtimeSim
* Description: Function simulates the Real-time Market, and outputs the total costs
* incurred after Real-time adjustments.
* References: Replicates the matlab code of Zhou, Jessica (2010) "20 Percent Wind Generation
* and the Energy Markets" Senior Thesis, Department of Operations Research and
* Financial Engineering, Princeton University.
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* Ref. URL: http://www.castlelab.princeton.edu/theses/Zhou,%20Jessica-senior%20thesis%20final%20April%202010.pdf
* Copyright: Copyright (c) 2010 by The Trustees of Princeton University
* Company: CASTLE Lab - Princeton University
* Author: Ahsan M. Barkatullah
*/
package UnitCommitmentModel;

import ilog.concert.IloException;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Arrays;

import org.apache.commons.math.stat.descriptive.DescriptiveStatistics;
import jxl.*;
import jxl.read.biff.BiffException;

public class RealtimeSim
{

//pseudo count the number of hours generator has been on
private static int get_onhours(double[] y_on, int t, double minon_i)
{
int val = 0;
for(int tt = 1; tt <= minon_i+1; tt++)
{
val = tt - 1;
if(y_on[Math.max(t-tt+1, 1)-1]> 0.5) break;
}
return val;
}
//pseudo count the number of hours that the generator has been off
private static int get_offhours(double[] y_off, int t, double minoff_i)
{
int val = 0;
for(int tt = 1; tt <= minoff_i+1; tt++)
{
val = tt - 1;
if(y_off[Math.max(t-tt+1, 1)-1]> 0.5) break;
}
return val;
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}
//construct the u matrix
private static double[][] get_u(double[]x, int I, int T)
{
return construct_matrix(0,x,I,T);
}
//construct the yon matrix
private static double[][] get_yon(double[]x, int I, int T)
{
return construct_matrix(I*T,x,I,T);
}
//construct the yoff matrix
private static double[][] get_yoff(double[]x, int I, int T)
{
return construct_matrix(2*I*T,x,I,T);
}
//construct the p matrix
private static double[][] get_p(double[]x, int I, int T)
{
return construct_matrix(3*I*T,x,I,T);
}
//constructs the n_on matrix
private static double[] get_n_on(double[]minon, double[][]u, double[][]y_on, int I, int T)
{
double[] n_on = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
{
if(u[i][T-1] > 0.5)
{
double[] y_on_row = get_row(y_on, i, T);
n_on[i] = get_onhours(y_on_row, T, minon[i]);
}
}
return n_on;
}
//constructs the n_yon matrix
private static double[] get_n_yon(double[]minon, double[][]u, double[][]y_on, int I, int T)
{
double[] n_on = new double[I];
double[] n_yon = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
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{
if(u[i][T-1] > 0.5)
{
double[] y_on_row = get_row(y_on, i, T);
n_on[i] = get_onhours(y_on_row, T, minon[i]);
if(n_on[i] < minon[i]) n_yon[i] = 1;
}
}
return n_yon;
}
//constructs the m_off matrix
private static double[] get_m_off(double[]minoff, double[][]u, double[][]y_off, int I, int T)
{
double[] m_off = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
{
if(u[i][T-1] < 0.5)
{
double[] y_off_row = get_row(y_off, i, T);
m_off[i] = get_offhours(y_off_row, T, minoff[i]);
}
}
return m_off;
}
//constructs the m_yoff matrix
private static double[] get_m_yoff(double[]minoff, double[][]u, double[][]y_off, int I, int T)
{
double[] m_off = new double[I];
double[] m_yoff = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
{
if(u[i][T-1] < 0.5)
{
double[] y_off_row = get_row(y_off, i, T);
m_off[i] = get_offhours(y_off_row, T, minoff[i]);
if(m_off[i] < minoff[i]) m_yoff[i] = 1;
}
}
return m_yoff;
}
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//private function takes in a column, an index for the column and
//I by T array populated by the I*T elements of the input column from the index onwards
private static double[][] construct_matrix(int index, double[] col, int I, int T)
{
double[][] matrix = new double[I][T];
int k = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
{
matrix[i][j] = col[k + index];
k++;
}
return matrix;

}

//return the ith row of a matrix A of col length T
private static double[] get_row(double[][]A, int i, int T)
{
double[] row = new double[T];
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
row[j] = A[i][j];
return row;
}

// get the jth col of the array A[][] of size I
private static double[] get_col(double[][]A, int j, int I)
{
double[] col = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
col[i] = A[i][j];
return col;
}

//get the column sum of the j’th column for the first i’th entries
private static double get_col_sum(double[][]A, int j, int I)
{
double sum = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
sum = sum + A[i][j];
return sum;
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}

//concat two arrays of length size.
private static double[] concat(double[][] a, double[][]b, int size, int i)
{
double[] concat = new double [2*size];
for(int j = 0; j < size; j++)
{
concat[j] = a[i][j];
concat[j+size] = b[i][j];
}
return concat;
}

// returns the col sum of I by T matrix
private static double[] col_sum(double[][]A, int I, int T)
{
double[] col_sum = new double[I];
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
col_sum[i] = col_sum[i] + A[i][j];
return col_sum;
}

//extract committed loads from optimization problem in gen x time matrix
private static double [][] extract_data(double[]x, int time, int gen_num)
{
double[][] u = new double[gen_num][time];
double value = 0;

for(int i = 0; i < gen_num; i++)
for(int j = 0; j < time; j++)
{
value = x[3*time*gen_num + i*time + j];
Arrays.fill(u[i],j,j+1,value);
}
return u;
}
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public static void main(String[] args) throws BiffException, IOException, IloException
{
//read in the excel file name containing input parameters
File excel_input = new File(args[0]);
Workbook workbook_input = Workbook.getWorkbook(excel_input);
Sheet sheet_input = workbook_input.getSheet(0);
sheet_input.getCell(1,0).getContents();

//read in input data
File excel_filename_gendata = new File(sheet_input.getCell(1,0).getContents());
File excel_filename_demand = new File(sheet_input.getCell(1,1).getContents());
File excel_filename_wind = new File(sheet_input.getCell(1,2).getContents());
int index_of_gendata_parms = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,3).getContents());
int index_of_genord_fire = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,4).getContents());
int index_of_genord_turndown = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,5).getContents());
int index_of_demand_act = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,6).getContents());
int index_of_demand_pred = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,7).getContents());
int index_of_wind = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,8).getContents());
int no_of_gens = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,9).getContents());
int no_of_genord = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,10).getContents());
int no_of_days = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,11).getContents());
double wind_factor = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(1,12).getContents());
double hydro_factor = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(2,12).getContents());
double quantile = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(1,13).getContents());
double reserve = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(1,14).getContents());
int startday = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,15).getContents());
int index_wind_gen = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,16).getContents());
int index_hydro_gen = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,17).getContents());
double factor = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(1,18).getContents());
int index_start_hydro = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,19).getContents());
int no_of_hydro = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,20).getContents());
double hydro_target = Double.parseDouble(sheet_input.getCell(1,21).getContents());
int index_of_wind_pred = Integer.parseInt(sheet_input.getCell(1,22).getContents());

int no_of_hours = 24;

Workbook workbook_gendata = Workbook.getWorkbook(excel_filename_gendata);
Workbook workbook_demand

= Workbook.getWorkbook(excel_filename_demand);

Workbook workbook_wind = Workbook.getWorkbook(excel_filename_wind);

//the generator data parameters
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double[] mincap = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] maxcap = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] minon = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] minoff = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] rampup = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] rampdown = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] varcost = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] emissions = new double[no_of_gens];
double[]i_fire = new double[no_of_gens];
double[]i_turndown = new double[no_of_gens];
Sheet sheet_gendata = workbook_gendata.getSheet(index_of_gendata_parms);
Sheet sheet_genord_fire = workbook_gendata.getSheet(index_of_genord_fire);
Sheet sheet_genord_turndown = workbook_gendata.getSheet(index_of_genord_turndown);
Sheet sheet_demand_act = workbook_demand.getSheet(index_of_demand_act);
Sheet sheet_demand_pred = workbook_demand.getSheet(index_of_demand_pred);
Sheet sheet_wind = workbook_wind.getSheet(index_of_wind);
Sheet sheet_wind_pred = workbook_wind.getSheet(index_of_wind_pred);

//read in the parameters
for(int i = 0; i < no_of_gens; i++)
{
NumberCell A = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(0,i);
mincap[i]= A.getValue();
NumberCell B = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(1,i);
maxcap[i] = B.getValue();
NumberCell C = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(2,i);
minon[i] = C.getValue();
NumberCell D = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(3,i);
minoff[i] = D.getValue();
NumberCell E = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(4,i);
rampup[i] = E.getValue();
NumberCell F = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(5,i);
rampdown[i] = F.getValue();
NumberCell G = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(6,i);
varcost[i]= G.getValue();
NumberCell H = (NumberCell)sheet_gendata.getCell(7,i);
emissions[i]= H.getValue();
}
//read gen fire down data
for(int i = 0; i < no_of_genord; i++)
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{
NumberCell gen_fire = (NumberCell)sheet_genord_fire.getCell(0, i); //first col
i_fire[i] = gen_fire.getValue();
NumberCell gen_down = (NumberCell)sheet_genord_turndown.getCell(0, i); //first col
i_turndown[i] = gen_down.getValue();
}

//read in 2008 demand data
ArrayList<double[]> demand_act = new ArrayList<double[]>(no_of_days);
ArrayList<double[]> demand_pred = new ArrayList<double[]>(no_of_days);
for(int i = 0 + startday; i < startday + no_of_days; i++)
{
double[] currentrow_demand_act = new double[no_of_hours];
double[] currentrow_demand_pred = new double[no_of_hours];
for(int j = 0; j < no_of_hours; j++)
{
NumberCell currentcell = (NumberCell)sheet_demand_act.getCell(j,i-1);
currentrow_demand_act[j] = currentcell.getValue()*factor;
currentcell = (NumberCell)sheet_demand_pred.getCell(j,i-1);
currentrow_demand_pred[j] = currentcell.getValue()*factor;
}
demand_act.add(currentrow_demand_act);
demand_pred.add(currentrow_demand_pred);
}

//adjust min/max matrix so that hydro is constrained
double[] dayAheadMin = new double[no_of_gens];
double[] dayAheadMax = new double[no_of_gens];

System.arraycopy(mincap, 0, dayAheadMin, 0, mincap.length);
System.arraycopy(maxcap, 0, dayAheadMax, 0, maxcap.length);

for (int i = index_start_hydro - 1; i < index_start_hydro + no_of_hydro; i++)
{

dayAheadMax[i] = dayAheadMax[i]*hydro_target;
dayAheadMin[i] = dayAheadMax[i];
}
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//read in 2008 wind data
int wind_extra = 0;

//factor to multiply the wind data and the pumped storage
double windyes = wind_factor;
double hydroyes = hydro_factor;

double[][] wind_act = new double[no_of_days + wind_extra][no_of_hours];
double[][] wind_pred = new double[no_of_days][no_of_hours];
for(int i = 0 + startday; i < startday + no_of_days + wind_extra; i++)
{
for(int j = 0; j < no_of_hours; j++)
{
NumberCell currentcell = (NumberCell)sheet_wind.getCell(j, i-1);
int l = i - startday;
wind_act[l][j] = currentcell.getValue() * (windyes);
}
}

for(int i = 0 + startday; i < startday + no_of_days; i++)
{
for(int j = 0; j < no_of_hours; j++)
{
int l = i - startday;
NumberCell currentcell = (NumberCell)sheet_wind_pred.getCell(j, i-1);
wind_pred[l][j] = currentcell.getValue()*quantile*(windyes);
//double v = demand_pred.get(l)[j];
//if (wind_pred[l][j] >= v) wind_pred[l][j] = v - 10;
}
}

//create the U, YON, YOFF, P matrices to store the values
ArrayList<double[][]> U = new ArrayList<double[][]>(no_of_days);
ArrayList<double[][]> YON = new ArrayList<double[][]>(no_of_days);
ArrayList<double[][]> YOFF = new ArrayList<double[][]>(no_of_days);
ArrayList<double[][]> P = new ArrayList<double[][]>(no_of_days);
ArrayList<double[][]> dayAhead = new ArrayList<double[][]>(no_of_days);
double[][] Storage = new double[no_of_hours][no_of_days+1];
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//run the simulate for the first day of the time period under consideration
int d = 0;// index for day

MIPSparse currentopt = new MIPSparse(no_of_gens, no_of_hours, sheet_gendata, demand_pred.get(d),
wind_pred, reserve, d, index_wind_gen, index_hydro_gen, index_start_hydro, no_of_hydro, hydro_target );
double[] x = currentopt.get_x();

double[][] power = extract_data(x, no_of_hours, no_of_gens); //save the Day-Ahead scheduling results
dayAhead.add(d, power);

double obj = currentopt.get_objective_value();
double[][] current_u = get_u(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
U.add(d, current_u);
double[][] current_yon = get_yon(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
YON.add(d,current_yon );
double[][] current_yoff = get_yoff(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
YOFF.add(d, current_yoff);
double[][] current_p = get_p(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
P.add(d, current_p);

//objective functions from model and simulation
double[] cost_model = new double[no_of_days];
double[] cost_sim

= new double[no_of_days];

double[] cost_diff = new double[no_of_days];
double[] emissions_sim = new double[no_of_days];
cost_model[d] = obj; cost_sim[d] = obj; cost_diff[d] = 0; emissions_sim[d] = 0;

for(d = 1; d < no_of_days; d++)
{
double[] n_on = get_n_on(minon, current_u, current_yon, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
double[] n_yon = get_n_yon(minon, current_u, current_yon, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
double[] m_off = get_m_off(minoff, current_u, current_yoff, no_of_gens, no_of_hours );
double[] m_yoff = get_m_yoff(minoff, current_u, current_yoff, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
double[] p_O =

get_col(current_p, no_of_hours-1,no_of_gens);

p_O[index_wind_gen-1] = wind_pred[d][no_of_hours-1];
double[] u_O = get_col(current_u, no_of_hours-1, no_of_gens);
currentopt =

new MIPSparse(no_of_gens, no_of_hours, sheet_gendata, n_yon, n_on, m_off,

p_O, u_O, demand_pred.get(d), wind_pred, reserve, d,
index_wind_gen, index_hydro_gen, index_start_hydro, no_of_hydro, hydro_target );
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m_yoff,

x = currentopt.get_x();
power = extract_data(x, no_of_hours, no_of_gens);
dayAhead.add(d, power);
obj = currentopt.get_objective_value();
currentopt = null;
current_u = get_u(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
current_yon = get_yon(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
current_yoff = get_yoff(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
current_p = get_p(x, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);

//SIMULATION: Going through the day
// For each hour in the day
double[] shortage = new double[no_of_hours];
double[] overage = new double[no_of_hours];

//underage
//overage

double[][]fire = new double[no_of_gens][no_of_hours];

//turn up generator

double[][]turndown = new double[no_of_gens][no_of_hours];

//turn down generator

//total generation
double[] G_act = new double[no_of_hours];

for(int hour = 0; hour < no_of_hours; hour++)
{
//first, storage
int hardcoded_gen_index = index_hydro_gen;
double reserve_factor = 0.8;
fire[index_hydro_gen-1][hour] = 0;
double store = 0.0;

//if more wind than expected, pump into storage
if(wind_act[d][hour]> wind_pred[d][hour])
{
store = Math.min(hydroyes*maxcap[index_hydro_gen-1] - Storage[hour][d],
reserve_factor*(wind_act[d][hour] wind_pred[d][hour]));
if(hour < no_of_hours - 1)
Storage[hour+1][d] = Storage[hour][d] + store;
else
Storage[0][d+1] = Storage[hour][d] + store;
}
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//if less wind than expected, take from storage
else if(wind_act[d][hour] < wind_pred[d][hour])
{
fire[index_hydro_gen-1][hour] = Math.min(Storage[hour][d], wind_pred[d][hour] wind_act[d][hour]);
if(hour < no_of_hours - 1)
Storage[hour+1][d] = Storage[hour][d] - fire[index_hydro_gen-1][hour];
else
Storage[0][d+1] = Storage[hour][d] - fire[index_hydro_gen-1][hour];
}

//adjusted wind according to use of pumped storage above

int index_windgen = index_wind_gen;
current_p[index_windgen-1][hour] = wind_act[d+wind_extra][hour] - store*(1/reserve_factor);
//the pumped output
current_p[hardcoded_gen_index-1][hour] = fire[hardcoded_gen_index -1][hour];
//the actual generation from the hour
current_p[index_windgen-1][hour] = wind_act[d+wind_extra][hour];

G_act[hour] = get_col_sum(current_p, hour, no_of_gens);

//demand shortage
shortage[hour] = Math.max(0, demand_act.get(d)[hour] - G_act[hour]);

//now change other generator outputs
//after shortage find what generator should be turned on
//go through the list of them and
for(int j = 0; j < i_fire.length; j++)
{
int i = Math.max((int)(i_fire[j]-1), 0); //sorted generator number

if(shortage[hour] <= 0)
break;

else if(current_u[i][hour] > 0.5) //if its on can be turned up
{
fire[i][hour] = Math.min(maxcap[i] - current_p[i][hour], Math.min(rampup[i]/12.0, shortage[hour]));
current_p[i][hour] = current_p[i][hour] + fire[i][hour];
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current_u[i][hour] = 1;
current_yon[i][hour] = 0;
current_yoff[i][hour] = 0;
}
else if(current_u[i][hour] < 0.5 && minon[i] <= 5 &&
get_offhours(concat(YOFF.get(d-1), current_yoff, no_of_hours, i), hour+24, minoff[i]) >= minoff[i])
{
fire[i][hour] = Math.min(Math.max(Math.min(maxcap[i]-current_p[i][hour], rampup[i]/12),mincap[i]),shortage[hour]);
for(int hr = hour; hr < no_of_hours; hr++)
{
current_p[i][hr] = current_p[i][hour] +fire[i][hour];
current_u[i][hr] = 1;
}
current_yon[i][hour] = 1;
current_yon[i][Math.min(hour+1, no_of_hours - 1)] = 0;
current_yoff[i][hour] = 0;
}
shortage[hour] = shortage[hour] - fire[i][hour];
}

//demand overage
overage[hour] = Math.max(0, G_act[hour] - demand_act.get(d)[hour]);

//if there’s overage turn off
for(int j = 0; j < i_turndown.length; j++)
{
int i = Math.max((int) (i_turndown[j] - 1), 0); // sorted generator number

if(overage[hour] <= 0) break;

//on and can turn off
else if(current_u[i][hour] > 0.5 && minoff[i] <= 4

&&

get_onhours(concat(YON.get(d-1), current_yon, no_of_hours, i), hour+24, minon[i]) >= minon[i])
{
turndown[i][hour] = Math.min(current_p[i][hour], Math.min(-1/12.0 * rampdown[i], overage[hour]));
current_p[i][hour] = current_p[i][hour] - turndown[i][hour];
if (current_p[i][hour] < mincap[i] && current_p[i][hour] > 0)
{
double more = mincap[i] - current_p[i][hour];
current_p[i][hour] = mincap[i];
turndown[i][hour] = turndown[i][hour] - more;
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}

if(current_p[i][hour] <= 0)
{
for(int hr = hour; hr < no_of_hours; hr++)
{
current_p[i][hr] = current_p[i][hour];
current_u[i][hr] = 0;
}
current_yoff[i][hour] = 1;
current_yoff[i][Math.min(hour +1, no_of_hours -1)] = 0;
}

else
{
current_u[i][hour] = 1;
current_yoff[i][hour] = 0;
}
current_yon[i][hour] = 0;
}

//on but cannot shut off
else if(current_u[i][hour]>0.5 &&
(get_onhours(concat(YON.get(d-1), current_yon, no_of_hours, i), hour+24, minon[i]) < minon[i]
|| minoff[i] > 4))
{
turndown[i][hour] = Math.min(current_p[i][hour]-mincap[i], Math.min(-1/12.0 * rampdown[i], overage[hour]));
current_p[i][hour] = current_p[i][hour] - turndown[i][hour];
current_u[i][hour] = 1;
current_yon[i][hour] = 0;
current_yoff[i][hour] = 0;
}
overage[hour] = overage[hour] - turndown[i][hour];
}
}

// populate the array lists for reference
U.add(d, current_u);
YON.add(d,current_yon );
YOFF.add(d, current_yoff);
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P.add(d, current_p);

//total cost from day ahead model - Cplex
cost_model[d] = obj;
//the total cost - Objective function
//sum_t(sum_i(Cfuel[i]*p[t,i]))
double[] col_sum = col_sum(current_p, no_of_gens, no_of_hours);
for(int i = 0; i < no_of_gens; i++)
{
cost_sim[d] = cost_sim[d] + varcost[i]*col_sum[i]; //col_sum[i] = total power from gen i
emissions_sim[d] = emissions_sim[d] + emissions[i]*col_sum[i]; //col_sum[i] = total power from gen i
}
//difference between this and the cost from the day ahead model
cost_diff[d] = cost_sim[d] - cost_model[d];
}

double SUM = 0;
double CO2 = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < cost_sim.length; i++)
{
SUM = SUM + cost_sim[i];
CO2 = CO2 + emissions_sim[i];
}
System.out.println("Total Cost ($): " + SUM);
System.out.println("CO2 Emissions (kg): " + CO2);

//print out day ahead model
System.out.println("Original Day Ahead Model:");
for (double[][] y : dayAhead)
{
for (int i = 0; i < no_of_hours; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < no_of_gens; j++)
System.out.print(y[j][i]+", ");
System.out.println();
}

}

//Print out simulation results
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System.out.println("Simulation Results:");
for (double[][] z : P)
{
for (int i = 0; i < no_of_hours; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < no_of_gens; j++)
System.out.print(z[j][i]+", ");
System.out.println();
}

}
}
}

A.3.4

MIPSparse.java

/**
* Title: MIPSparse
* Description: Constructs an IP specific to a unit commitment model and solves it.
* References: Replicates the matlab code of Zhou, Jessica (2010) "20 Percent Wind Generation
* and the Energy Markets" Senior Thesis, Department of Operations Research and
* Financial Engineering, Princeton University.
* Ref. URL: http://www.castlelab.princeton.edu/theses/Zhou,%20Jessica-senior%20thesis%20final%20April%202010.pdf
* Copyright: Copyright (c) 2010 by The Trustees of Princeton University
* Company: CASTLE Lab - Princeton University
* Author: Prof. Hugo Simao and Ahsan M. Barkatullah
*/
package UnitCommitmentModel;

import ilog.concert.IloException;
import ilog.concert.IloLPMatrix;
import ilog.concert.IloNumVar;
import ilog.concert.IloNumVarType;
import ilog.concert.IloObjective;
import ilog.cplex.IloCplex;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.io.FileOutputStream;
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Arrays;
import java.util.logging.Handler;
import java.util.logging.LogRecord;
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import java.util.logging.Logger;
import java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter;
import java.util.logging.StreamHandler;
import jxl.NumberCell;
import jxl.Sheet;

public class MIPSparse {

private final int I;

//no of generators

private final int T;

// time parameter

private double[] x;

//vector of solutions

private double obj;

//objective value

// the CPLEX model
private IloCplex iloModel = null;
// the LP matrix behind this CPLEX model
private IloLPMatrix iloLPMatrix = null;
// the array of internal indices of the constraints
private ArrayList<Integer> rowIdx = null;

// some useful flags
private boolean solved = false;
private int maxSolveTrials = 1;
// for debugging purposes
private boolean DEBUG = false;
// for reporting purposes
private Logger logger = null;
private FileOutputStream foStream = null;

//constants for bounds
private static double minusInf = -1e60;
private static DecimalFormat decFmt = new DecimalFormat("#,##0.00");

//Initialize the IloCplex model with the option of debugging
private void initialize_solver(double[] c, double[] lB, double[] uB, int[] yIdx,
boolean debugFlag, int row_length, int col_length, boolean intparms)
{
DEBUG = debugFlag;
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// create a logger
createLogger();

try {
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> creating CPLEX model");
// instantiate the CPLEX model object
IloCplex tempIloModel = new IloCplex();

// set the level of verbose of the solver and direct its messaging output
if (DEBUG) {
tempIloModel.setOut(foStream);
tempIloModel.setWarning(foStream);
}
else {
tempIloModel.setOut(null);
tempIloModel.setWarning(null);
}

// initialize some parameters for the IP solver
if (intparms) {
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> setting IP solver parameters");
tempIloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.EpGap, 0.01);
tempIloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.EpInt, 0.01);
tempIloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.TiLim, 200.0);
maxSolveTrials = 20;
}
else maxSolveTrials = 1;

if (DEBUG) logger.info("> creating LP matrix");
// add an LP matrix to the problem
iloLPMatrix = tempIloModel.addLPMatrix();
//the number of variables is the number of columns of the A matrix
//the number of constraints is the number of rows of the A matrix
int numVars = col_length;
int numConstraints =

row_length;

if (DEBUG) logger.info("> creating LP columns");
// create the set of variables
IloNumVarType[] iloType = new IloNumVarType[numVars];
for (int i = 0; i < numVars; i++) iloType[i] = IloNumVarType.Float;
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if (yIdx != null

&&

yIdx.length > 0) {

if (DEBUG) logger.info("> designating integer columns");
// set the binary variables
for (int ii = 0; ii < yIdx.length; ii++) {
iloType[yIdx[ii]] = IloNumVarType.Int;
}
}

IloNumVar[] iloX =
tempIloModel.numVarArray(tempIloModel.columnArray(iloLPMatrix, numVars), lB, uB, iloType);
if (DEBUG) {
// set the variable names for debugging purposes only
for (int i = 0; i < numVars; i++) iloX[i].setName("x_" + i);
}

if (DEBUG) logger.info("> creating LP objective function");
// set the objective function
IloObjective theObjFctn = tempIloModel.minimize(tempIloModel.scalProd(iloX, c));
tempIloModel.add(theObjFctn);
// set a name for the objective function row for debugging purposes only
if (DEBUG) theObjFctn.setName("Energy");

// allocate the array of constraint indices
rowIdx = new ArrayList<Integer>(numConstraints);
// store the reference to the CPLEX model
iloModel = tempIloModel;
solved = false;
// export the model to an external file
if (DEBUG) {
logger.info("> exporting LP model to an external file");
String fname = "LPModel.lp";
iloModel.exportModel(fname);
}
} catch (IloException e) {
logger.warning("Could not create a CPLEX model; caught exception " + e);
cleanModel();
}
}

//solve the lp problem
public boolean solve() {
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try {
// solve it now
int solveTrialsCount = 1;
while (!solved

&&

solveTrialsCount <= maxSolveTrials) {

if (solveTrialsCount > 1) {
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> resetting IP solver parameters");
iloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.EpGap, 0.05);
//iloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.EpInt, 0.05);
double timeLimit = Math.min(solveTrialsCount * 200, 2000);
iloModel.setParam(IloCplex.DoubleParam.TiLim, timeLimit);
}
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> solving the problem");
solved = iloModel.solve();
if (!solved) {
logger.warning("failed to solve CPLEX model at trial #" + solveTrialsCount +
"; will try again!");
solveTrialsCount++;
}
}
} catch (IloException e) {
logger.warning("MIPSolver.solve: caught an IloException: " + e);
}
return solved;
}

//Returns a vector with the solution to this problem, if it has been solved.
// Otherwise, returns null.
private double[] retrieveSolution() {
if (solved) {
try {
if (DEBUG) {
logger.info("> retrieving solution");
double objFctnVal = iloModel.getObjValue();
logger.info("

obj fctn value: " + decFmt.format(objFctnVal));

}
return iloModel.getValues(iloLPMatrix);
} catch (IloException e) {
logger.warning("Caught exception " + e +
" while trying to retrieve solution; please check!");
return null;
}
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}
else return null;
}

//Returns the objective function value associated to the solution to this problem, if it has been solved.
// Otherwise, returns 0
private double retrieveObjFctnValue() {
if (solved) {
try {
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> retrieving objective function value");
return iloModel.getObjValue();
} catch (IloException e) {
logger.warning("Caught exception " + e +
" while trying to retrieve objective function value; please check!");
return 0;
}
}
else return 0;
}

//Release all internal cplex objects
public void cleanModel() {
try {
if (iloModel != null) {
iloModel.endModel();
iloModel = null;
}
iloLPMatrix = null;
rowIdx = null;
solved = false;
maxSolveTrials = 1;
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> ended CPLEX model");
DEBUG = false;
} catch (IloException e) {
logger.warning("Caught exception " + e +
" while trying to end CPLEX model; please check!");
}
}

//constructor for the LP model
public MIPSparse(int I, int T, Sheet gendata, double[] n_yon, double[] n_on, double[] m_off, double[] m_yoff,
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double[] p_0,double[] u_0, double[] demand, double[][] wind, double reserve, int day,

int index_wind_gen, int index_hydro_gen, int index_start_hydro, int no_of_hydro, double hydro_target ) thr
{
this.I = I;
this.T = T;
double[] mincap = new double[I];
double[] maxcap = new double[I];
double[] minon = new double[I];
double[] minoff = new double[I];
double[] rampup = new double[I];
double[] rampdown = new double[I];
double[] varcost = new double[I];
//pre-process data to construct A matrix
int count_minon = 0; int count_minoff = 0;
//read in the parameters from the excel file
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
{
NumberCell A = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(0,i);
mincap[i]= A.getValue();
NumberCell B = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(1,i);
maxcap[i] = B.getValue();
NumberCell C = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(2,i);
minon[i] = C.getValue();
if(C.getValue()> 1) count_minon++;
NumberCell D = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(3,i);
minoff[i] = D.getValue();
if(D.getValue()> 1) count_minoff++;
NumberCell E = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(4,i);
rampup[i] = E.getValue();
NumberCell F = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(5,i);
rampdown[i] = F.getValue();
NumberCell G = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(6,i);
varcost[i]= G.getValue();

}

for (int i = index_start_hydro - 1; i < index_start_hydro + no_of_hydro; i++)
{

maxcap[i] = maxcap[i]*hydro_target;
mincap[i] = maxcap[i]-5;
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}

//number of constraints
int row_length =

T*I*3 +(T-1)*count_minon + (T-1)*count_minoff+

count_minon + count_minoff +

2*I*(T-1) + 2*I+ 3*T + I + T + I*(T-1);
//number of variables + T slack variables for each time period to meet demand
int col_length = 4*I*T + T;
//construct the cost matrix
double[] c = new double[4*I*T+T];
construct_costmatrix(varcost, c);
//form upper and lower bonds
double[] lb = new double[4*I*T+T];
double[] ub = new double[4*I*T+T];
construct_ub(maxcap, ub);
//form binvar
int [] binvar = new int[3*I*T];
construct_binvar(binvar);
//construct the ILOModel
initialize_solver( c, lb, ub, binvar, false , row_length, col_length, true);
//construct the constraints for the model
construct_constraints(mincap, maxcap, minon, count_minon,minoff, count_minoff, rampup, rampdown,
demand, reserve, day, wind, n_yon, n_on, m_off, m_yoff, p_0, u_0, index_wind_gen, index_hydro_gen);
//obtain the solutions
get_solution();

}
//constructor for the LP model
public MIPSparse(int I, int T, Sheet gendata, double[] demand, double[][] wind, double reserve, int day,

int index_wind_gen, int index_hydro_gen, int index_start_hydro, int no_of_hydro, double hydro_target ) throws I
{
this.I = I;
this.T = T;
double[] mincap = new double[I];
double[] maxcap = new double[I];
double[] minon = new double[I];
double[] minoff = new double[I];
double[] rampup = new double[I];
double[] rampdown = new double[I];
double[] varcost = new double[I];
//pre-process data to construct A matrix
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int count_minon = 0; int count_minoff = 0;
//read in the parameters from the excel file
for(int i = 0; i < I; i++)
{
NumberCell A = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(0,i);
mincap[i]= A.getValue();
NumberCell B = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(1,i);
maxcap[i] = B.getValue();
NumberCell C = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(2,i);
minon[i] = C.getValue();
if(C.getValue()> 1) count_minon++;
NumberCell D = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(3,i);
minoff[i] = D.getValue();
if(D.getValue()> 1) count_minoff++;
NumberCell E = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(4,i);
rampup[i] = E.getValue();
NumberCell F = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(5,i);
rampdown[i] = F.getValue();
NumberCell G = (NumberCell)gendata.getCell(6,i);
varcost[i]= G.getValue();

}

for (int i = index_start_hydro - 1; i < index_start_hydro + no_of_hydro; i++)
{

maxcap[i] = maxcap[i]*hydro_target;
mincap[i] = maxcap[i]-5;
}

//number of constraints
int row_length =

T*I*4 + (T-1)*count_minon + (T-1)*count_minoff + I*(T-1)
+ 3*T + I + I + T + I*(T-1);

//number of variables + slack variables for each time period to meet demand
int col_length = 4*I*T + T;
//construct the cost matrix
double[] c = new double[4*I*T+T];
construct_costmatrix(varcost, c);
//form upper and lower bonds
double[] lb = new double[4*I*T + T];
double[] ub = new double[4*I*T + T];
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construct_ub(maxcap, ub);
//form binvar
int [] binvar = new int[3*I*T];
construct_binvar(binvar);
//construct the ILOModel
initialize_solver( c, lb, ub, binvar, false, row_length, col_length, true);
//construct the constraints for the model
construct_constraints(mincap, maxcap, minon, count_minon,minoff, count_minoff, rampup, rampdown, demand,
reserve, day, wind, index_wind_gen, index_hydro_gen);
//retrieve the solutions
get_solution();

}

//private method to populate the solution vector and the objective value
private void get_solution()
{

if (this.iloModel != null) {
// try to solve the problem
if (this.solve()) {
// retrieve the solution
this.x = this.retrieveSolution();
this.obj = this.retrieveObjFctnValue();
}
}
}

/**
* Returns the solution vector
* @double[]
*/
public double[] get_x()
{
return this.x;
}

/**
* Returns the objective value for the problem
* @double
*/
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public double get_objective_value()
{
return this.obj;
}

//private method to construct constraints.
private void construct_constraints(double[]mincap, double[]maxcap, double[] minon, int count_minon,
double[] minoff, int count_minoff, double[] rampup, double[] rampdown, double[] demand,

double reserve, int day, double[][] wind, int index_wind_gen, int index_hydro_gen) throws Ilo
{
int row_displacement = construct_mincapmatrix(0, mincap);
row_displacement = construct_maxcapmatrix(row_displacement, maxcap);
row_displacement = construct_startupconst(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_minupconstr(row_displacement, minon, count_minon);
row_displacement = construct_mindownconstr(row_displacement, minoff, count_minoff);
row_displacement = construct_rampup_initday(row_displacement, rampup);
row_displacement = construct_rampdown_initday(row_displacement, rampdown);
row_displacement = construct_demandconstr(row_displacement, demand);
row_displacement = construct_reserveconstr(row_displacement, maxcap, demand, reserve);
row_displacement = construct_windconstr(row_displacement, wind, day, index_wind_gen);
row_displacement = construct_genonoffconstr_initday(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_init_genonoffconstr_initday(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_genonoffconstr(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_pumpconstr(row_displacement, index_hydro_gen);
}
//private method to construct constraints.
private void construct_constraints(double[]mincap, double[]maxcap, double[] minon, int count_minon,
double[] minoff, int count_minoff, double[] rampup, double[] rampdown,
double[] demand, double reserve, int day, double[][] wind, double[] n_yon,
double[] n_on, double[] m_off, double[] m_yoff, double[] p_0,double[] u_0,
int index_wind_gen, int index_hydro_gen)
throws IloException
{
int row_displacement = construct_mincapmatrix(0, mincap);
row_displacement = construct_maxcapmatrix(row_displacement, maxcap);
row_displacement = construct_startupconst(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_minupconstr(row_displacement, minon, count_minon);
row_displacement = construct_init_minupconstr(row_displacement, minon, n_yon,
n_on, count_minon);
row_displacement = construct_mindownconstr(row_displacement, minoff, count_minoff);
row_displacement = construct_init_mindownconstr(row_displacement, minoff, m_off,
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m_yoff, count_minoff);
row_displacement = construct_rampupconstr(row_displacement, rampup);
row_displacement = construct_rampdownconstr(row_displacement, rampdown);
row_displacement = construct_init_rampupconstr(row_displacement, rampup, p_0);
row_displacement = construct_init_rampdownconstr(row_displacement, rampdown, p_0);
row_displacement = construct_demandconstr(row_displacement, demand);
row_displacement = construct_reserveconstr(row_displacement, maxcap, demand, reserve);
row_displacement = construct_windconstr(row_displacement, wind, day, index_wind_gen);
row_displacement = construct_init_genonoffconstr(row_displacement, u_0);
row_displacement = construct_genonoffconstr(row_displacement);
row_displacement = construct_pumpconstr(row_displacement, index_hydro_gen);
}

//construct binvar vector
private void construct_binvar(int[] binvar)
{
for(int i = 0; i < 3*I*T; i++)
binvar[i] = i + 1;
}

//private function to construct upper bound
private void construct_ub(double[]maxcap, double[] ub)
{
int k = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < 3*I*T; i++)
ub[i] = 1;
for(int i = 3*I*T; i < 4*I*T; i = i+ T)
{
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
{
ub[i+j] = maxcap[k];
}
k++;
}
for(int i = 4*I*T; i < 4*I*T+T; i++)
{
ub[i] = Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY;
}
}
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//private function constructs the cost matrix using the number of generators I,
//using the vector of costs associated with each generator
private void construct_costmatrix(double[]varcost, double[]c)
{
int j = 0;
for(int i = 3*I*T; i < 4*I*T; i = i + T)
{
for(int k = 0; k < T; k++)
c[i+k]= varcost[j];
j++;
}
double imp_elec_cost = 10000.00;
for(int i = 4*I*T; i < 4*I*T+T; i++)
{
c[i] = imp_elec_cost;
}
}
//private function constructs the mincap matrix using the minimum capacity
// of the generators
private int construct_mincapmatrix(int row_displacement, double[] mincap) throws IloException
{
int k = 0; //index for mincap
//Step 1: Construct diagonal entries
//Step 2: Pseudo append negative identity matrix
for(int i = 0; i < T*I; i = i + T)
{
double current = mincap[k];
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
{
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = i+j; a[0] = current;
ind[1] = i+j+ 3*I*T; a[1] = -1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
k++;
}
//we have populated T*I rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = T*I + row_displacement;
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return new_displacement;
}

//private function constructs the maxcap matrix using the max capacity
//of the generators
private int construct_maxcapmatrix(int row_displacement, double[] maxcap) throws IloException
{
int k = 0;

//parameter for maxcap

//Step 1: Construct diagonal entries
//Step 2: Pseudo append identity matrix
for(int i = 0; i < T*I; i = i + T)
{
double current = maxcap[k];
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
{
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = i+j; a[0] = -current;
ind[1] = i+j+ 3*I*T; a[1] = -1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
k++;
}
//we have populated T*I rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = T*I + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}

//Private method to construct start up constraints t = 2...T
//ref: u[t, i] - u[t-1,i] = yon[t,i] - yoff[t, i]
private int construct_genonoffconstr(int row_displacement) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 2; t <= T; t++)
{
int numNZ = 4;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
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a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_u(t,i,T,I)-1;
a[1] = -1; ind[1] = get_indexof_u(t-1,i,T,I)-1;
a[2] = -1; ind[2] = get_indexof_yon(t,i,T,I)-1;
a[3] = 1; ind[3] = get_indexof_yoff(t,i,T,I)-1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(0, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
}
//we have populate I*(T-1) rows, hence the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I*(T-1);
return new_displacement;
}

//Private method to construct start up constraints t = 2...T
//ref: u[t, i] - u[t-1,i] = yon[t,i] - yoff[t, i]
private int construct_genonoffconstr_initday(int row_displacement) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_yon(1,i,T,I)-1;
a[1] = -1; ind[1] = get_indexof_u(1,i,T,I)-1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(0, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populate I rows, hence the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I;
return new_displacement;
}

//Private method to construct initial start up constraints t = 1
//(using past day’s data)
private int construct_init_genonoffconstr(int row_displacement, double[] u_0) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
// although u_0 is an integer variable, there may be some noise
double current_beq = (int) Math.round(u_0[i-1]);
int numNZ = 3;
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int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_u(1,i,T,I)-1;
a[1] = -1; ind[1] = get_indexof_yon(1,i,T,I)-1;
a[2] = 1; ind[2] = get_indexof_yoff(1,i,T,I)-1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(current_beq, current_beq, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populated I rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the constraints for the generators initial on/off conditions
private int construct_init_genonoffconstr_initday(int row_displacement) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
int numNZ = 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_yoff(1,i,T,I)-1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(0, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populate

rows, hence the new displacement is

int new_displacement = row_displacement + I;
return new_displacement;
}

//constructs the start up constraints
private int construct_startupconst(int row_displacement) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 0; i < I*T; i++)
{
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ]; double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = i+I*T; a[0]= 1;
ind[1] = i+2*I*T; a[1] = 1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, 1, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
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//we have populated T*I rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = T*I + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}
// Private method constructs the minimum up matrix using the minon parameter
private int construct_minupconstr(int row_displacement, double[] minon, int count_minon )
throws IloException
{
if(count_minon==0) return row_displacement;

//no changes to A

int count = 1; //keeps track of row
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 1; t <= T-1; t++)
{
if(minon[i-1] > 1)
{
int upperbound = (int) Math.min(t+minon[i-1]-1, T);
int numNZ = upperbound - (t+1) + 1 + 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_yon(t,i,T,I)-1;
int index = 1;
for(int k = t+1; k <= upperbound; k++)
{
a[index] = 1; ind[index] = get_indexof_yoff(k,i,T, I)-1;
index++;
}
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, 1, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
count++;
}
}
}
//we have populated count_minon rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = count_minon*(T-1) + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}
// Private method constructs the minimum up matrix.Takes in the
//information about the previous period’s data using n_yon ad n_on
private int construct_init_minupconstr(int row_displacement, double[] minon, double[] n_yon,
double[] n_on, int count_minon) throws IloException
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{
if(count_minon==0) return row_displacement;

//no changes to A

double [] n_yon1 = new double[count_minon];
int count = 1; //keeps track of row
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
if(minon[i-1] > 1)
{
int upperbound = (int) Math.min(minon[i-1]-n_on[i-1], T);
int numNZ = upperbound;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
for(int k = 1; k <= upperbound; k++)
{
a[k-1] = 1; ind[k-1] = get_indexof_yoff(k,i,T, I)-1;
}
n_yon1[count-1] = n_yon[i-1];
double b_current = 1 - n_yon1[count-1];
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_current, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
count++;
}
}
//we have populated count_minon rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = count_minon + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}

// Private method constructs the minimum down matrix using the minimum off times
// of the generators
// yoff[t,i] + sum{k in (t+1)..min(t+minofft[i]-1,T)}yon[k,i] <= 1
private int construct_mindownconstr(int row_displacement, double[]minoff, int count_minoff) throws IloException
{
if(count_minoff==0) return row_displacement;
int count = 1; //keeps track of row
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 1; t <= T-1; t++)
{
if(minoff[i-1] > 1)
{
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//no changes to A

int upperbound = (int) Math.min(t+minoff[i-1]-1, T);
int numNZ = upperbound - (t +1 ) + 1 + 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_yoff(t,i,T,I)-1; a[0] = 1;
int index = 1;
for(int k = t+1; k <= upperbound; k++)
{
ind[index] = get_indexof_yon(k,i,T, I)-1; a[index] = 1;
index++;
}
double b_current = 1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_current, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
count++;
}
}
}
//we have populated count_minoff*(T-1) rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = count_minoff*(T-1) + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}

// Private method constructs the minimum down matrix.Takes in the
//information about the previous periods data using n_yon ad n_on
private int construct_init_mindownconstr(int row_displacement, double[] minoff,
double[] m_off, double[] m_yoff, int count_minoff)
throws IloException
{
if(count_minoff==0) return row_displacement;

//no changes to A

double [] m_yoff1 = new double[count_minoff];
int count = 1; //keeps track of row
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
if(minoff[i-1] > 1)
{
int upperbound = (int) Math.min(minoff[i-1]-m_off[i-1], T);
int numNZ = upperbound;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
for(int k = 1; k <= upperbound; k++)
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{
ind[k-1] = get_indexof_yon(k,i,T, I)-1; a[k-1] = 1;
}
m_yoff1[count-1] = m_yoff[i-1];
double b_current = 1 - m_yoff1[count-1];
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_current, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
count++;
}
}
//we have populated count_minoff rows here so new displacement is
int new_displacement = count_minoff + row_displacement;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the rampup constraint
private int construct_rampupconstr(int row_displacement, double[] rampup) throws IloException
{
int k = 0;
double[] b_temp = new double[I*(T-1)];
for(int i = 0; i < I*(T-1); i = i+T-1)
{
for(int t = 0; t < T-1; t++)
{
b_temp[i+t] = rampup[k];
}
k++;
}
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 2; t <= T; t++)
{
int row_no = (i-1)*(T-1)+(t-1)-1;
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_p(t,i,T,I)-1; a[0] = 1;
ind[1] = get_indexof_p(t-1,i,T,I)-1; a[1] = -1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_temp[row_no], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
}
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//we have used I*(T-1) rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I*(T-1);
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the rampdown constraint
private int construct_rampdownconstr(int row_displacement, double[] rampdown) throws IloException
{
int k = 0;
double[] b_temp = new double[I*(T-1)];
for(int i = 0; i < I*(T-1); i = i+T-1)
{
for(int t = 0; t < T-1; t++)
{
b_temp[i+t] = -rampdown[k];
}
k++;
}
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 2; t <= T; t++)
{
int row_no = (i-1)*(T-1)+(t-1)-1;
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_p(t,i,T,I)-1; a[0] = -1;
ind[1] = get_indexof_p(t-1,i,T,I)-1; a[1] = 1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_temp[row_no], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
}
//we have used I*(T-1) rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I*(T-1);
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the rampup constraint taking in previous days data using p_0
private int construct_init_rampupconstr(int row_displacement, double[] rampup, double[]p_0) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
int numNZ = 1;
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int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_p(1,i,T,I)-1; a[0] = 1;
double current_b = rampup[i-1] + p_0[i-1];
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, current_b, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have used I rows here, so new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I;
return new_displacement;
}

private int construct_init_rampdownconstr(int row_displacement, double[] rampdown, double[]p_0 ) throws IloException
{
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
int numNZ = 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_p(1,i,T,I)-1; a[0] = -1;
double current_b = -(rampdown[i-1] + p_0[i-1]);
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, current_b, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have used I rows here, so new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I;
return new_displacement;
}

//construct the rampup constraint for the first day
private int construct_rampup_initday(int row_displacement, double[] rampup) throws IloException
{
double[] b_temp = new double[I*T];
int k = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < I*T; i = i + T)
{
for(int j = 0; j < T; j++)
{
b_temp[i+j] = rampup[k];
}
k++;
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}
for(int i = 0; i < I*T; i++)
{
int[] ind; double[] a;
if(i%T != 0)
{
int numNZ = 2;
ind = new int[numNZ];
a = new double[numNZ];
ind[0]= i-1+3*I*T; a[0] = -1;
ind[1] = i+3*I*T; a[1] = 1;
}
else
{
int numNZ = 1;
ind = new int[numNZ];
a = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = i+3*I*T; a[0] = 1;
}
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_temp[i], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);

}
//we have populate I*T rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I*T;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the rampdown constraint for the initial day
private int construct_rampdown_initday(int row_displacement, double[] rampdown) throws IloException
{
double[] b_temp = new double[I*(T-1)];
int k = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < I*(T-1); i = i + T -1)
{
for(int j = 0; j < T-1; j++)
b_temp[i+j] = -rampdown[k];
k++;
}
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
for(int t = 2; t <= T; t++)
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{
int numNZ = 2;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
int row = (i-1)*(T-1) + (t-1) -1;
ind[0]=get_indexof_p(t, i,T, I)-1; a[0] = -1;
ind[1] = get_indexof_p(t-1,i,T,I)-1; a[1] = 1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b_temp[row], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
}
//we have populated I*(T-1) rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + I*(T-1);
return new_displacement;
}
//constructs the demand constraint matrix
public int construct_demandconstr(int row_displacement, double[] demand) throws IloException
{
for(int k = 0; k < T; k++)
{
int numNZ = I+1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
int index = 0;
for(int t = 0; t < (I+1)*T; t = t+T)
{
ind[index] = k+t+3*I*T; a[index] = -1;
index++;
}
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, -demand[k], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populated T rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + T;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the reserve contrainst

public int construct_reserveconstr(int row_displacement, double[] maxcap, double[] demand, double reserve) throws Il
{
Arrays.sort(demand);
double max_demand = demand[demand.length -1];
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double b = -reserve*max_demand;
for(int t = 1; t <= T; t++)
{
int numNZ = 2*I;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
int index = 0;
for(int i = 1; i <= I; i++)
{
ind[index] = get_indexof_u(t,i,T,I)-1; a[index] = -maxcap[i-1];
ind[index+1] = get_indexof_p(t,i,T,I)-1; a[index+1] = 1;
index = index + 2;
}
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, b, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populated T rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + T;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the wind constraint

public int construct_windconstr(int row_displacement, double[][]wind, int day, int index_wind_gen) throws IloExcepti
{
for(int t = 1; t <= T; t++)
{
int numNZ = 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
ind[0] = get_indexof_p(t,index_wind_gen,T,I)-1; a[0] = 1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(minusInf, wind[day][t-1], ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populated T rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + T;
return new_displacement;
}
//construct the pump constraint
public int construct_pumpconstr(int row_displacement, int index_hydro_gen) throws IloException
{
//int hydro_gen = 16;
for(int t = 1; t <= T; t++)
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{
//I’th generator is wind
int numNZ = 1;
int ind[] = new int[numNZ];
double a[] = new double[numNZ];
a[0] = 1; ind[0] = get_indexof_p(t,index_hydro_gen,T,I)-1;
int conIdx = iloLPMatrix.addRow(0, 0, ind, a);
rowIdx.add(conIdx);
}
//we have populated T rows so the new displacement is
int new_displacement = row_displacement + T;
return new_displacement;
}

//Function takes the index t, i of u and returns the index of the
// largest x-decision vector used in the LP formulation
private static int get_indexof_u(int t, int i, int T, int I)
{
return (t+T*(i-1));
}

//Function takes the index t, i of yon and returns the index of the
// largest x-decision vector used in the LP formulation
private static int get_indexof_yon(int t, int i, int T, int I)
{
return (T*I+t+T*(i-1));
}

//Function takes the index t, i of yoff and returns the index of the
// largest x-decision vector used in the LP formulation
private static int get_indexof_yoff(int t, int i, int T, int I)
{
return (2*I*T+ t + T*(i-1));
}

//Function takes the index t, i of p and returns the index of the
// largest x-decision vector used in the LP formulation
private static int get_indexof_p(int t, int i, int T, int I)
{
return (3*T*I + t + T*(i-1));
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}

/**
*

Creates a logger for this object.

*/
private void createLogger() {
if (logger == null) {
logger = Logger.getLogger("Solvers.MIPSolver");
logger.setUseParentHandlers(false);
try {
foStream = new FileOutputStream("MIPSolver.log");
LogFormatter formatter = new LogFormatter();
StreamHandler handler = new StreamHandler(foStream, formatter);
formatter.addHandler(handler);
logger.addHandler(handler);
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println("Cannot open log file for CPLEX MIPSolver object; please check!");
System.out.flush();
}
if (DEBUG) logger.info("> created logger");
}
}

/** Nested class which defines a simple log formatter */
public class LogFormatter extends SimpleFormatter {
protected final ArrayList<Handler> handlers = new ArrayList<Handler>(3);;
/**
* @param handler_
*

Handler

*/
public void addHandler(Handler handler_) {
handlers.add(handler_);
}
/**
* @param record_
*

LogRecord

* @return String
*/
@Override
public synchronized String format(LogRecord record_) {
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record_.getLevel().toString();
String string = record_.getLevel() + ": " + record_.getMessage() + System.getProperty("line.separator");
for (int i = 0; i < handlers.size(); i++) {
Handler handler = (Handler) handlers.get(i);
handler.flush();
}
return string;
}
}

}
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